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Abstract: A queueing network is an important tool for modeling systems where performance is
principally affected by contention for resources. Such systems include computer systems, commu
nication networks and manufacturing lines. In order to effectively use queuing networks as per
formance models, appropriate software is necessary for definition of the networks to be solved, for
solution of the networks and for examination of the performance measures obtained.
The RESearch Queueing Package (RESQ) and the RESearch Queueing Package Modeling Envi
ronment (RESQME) form a system for constructing, solving and analyzing extended queueing
network models. We refer to the class of RESQ networks as "extended" because of characteristics
which allow effective representation of system detail. RESQ incorporates a high level language to
concisely describe the structure of the model and to specify constraints on the solution. A main
feature of the language is the capability to describe models in a hierarchical fashion, allowing an
analyst to define submodels to be used analogously to use of macros in programming languages.
RESQ also provides a variety of methods for estimating the accuracy of simulation results and for
determining simulation run lengths. RESQME is a graphical interface for RESQ.
In this introduction, we limit our examples to computer systems and communication networks.
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Preface
A queueing network is an important tool for modeling systems where performance is principally
affected by contention for resources. Such systems include computer systems, communication
networks and manufacturing lines. The RESearch Queueing Package (RESQ) is a system for
constructing and solving queueing network models. Tlie RESearch Queueing Package Modeling
Enviromnent (RESQME) is a graphical interface for RESQ. Simulation methods, including state
of the art statistical analysis, are provided for the full class of queueing networks allowed in the
RESQ language. Numerical methods are provided for a subset of the queueing networks allowed
by the RESQ language.
This document introduces usage of RESQ and gives examples of simple models of computer sys
tems and communication networks constructed and solved using RESQ. A companion introduc
tion for modeling manufacturing systems is E.A. MacNair and R.F. Gordon, “An Introduction to
the RESearch Queueing Package for Modeling Manufacturing Systems,” IBM Research Report
RA-206, Yorktown Heights, New York, November 1990. The RESQ user should also be fanüliar
with
C.H. Sauer, A.M. Blum, P.G. Loewner, E.A. MacNair and J.F. Kurose, "The Research
Queueing Package Version 2: CMS Reference Manual," IBM Research Report RA-139,
Yorktown Heights, New York, November 1986.
The RESQME user should also be familiar with
R.F. Gordon, P.G. Loewner, E.A. MacNair, K.J. Gordon and J.F. Kurose, "The RESearch
Queuéing Package Modeling Environment (RESQME) OS/2 Guide for Version 4.1," IBM
Research Report, Yorktown Heights, New York, April 1991.
This document has the following sections:
•

"Section 1: Introduction" introduces some of the features and capabilities of RESQ.

•

"Section 2: A Simple Computer System Model" illustrates the construction and solution of a
simple model.
"Section 3: A Starter Set of Modeling Elements" presents a simple subset of the RESQ mod
eling elements.
"Section 4; Advanced Set of Modeling Elements" discusses a more advanced subset of the
modeling elements.
"Section 5: Submodels and Invocations" describes how to structure the model hierarchically.

•
•
•
•

"Section 6: Distributions of Queueing Time, Queue Length, and Tokens" illustrates how to
obtain distributions of performance measures.

•

"Section 7: Confidence Interval Methods" discusses the three methods available in RESQ for
statistical analysis of simulation results and automated control of run length.

•

"Section 8: Trace and Animation" presents information related to trace output and animation.

•

"Section 9: Performance Measures" describes the performance measures available from RESQ
evaluations.

•

"Section 10: Some Computer and Communication Related Submodels' is a collection of useful
submodels of some types of resources found in computer systems and communication net
works.

•

"Section 11: The RESearch Queueing Package Modeling Environment (RESQME)" is an in
troduction to the graphical interface.
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1. Introduction
Models are used to estimate the performance of systems when measurement of system performance
is impossible (e.g., because the system is not yet operational) or impractical (e.g., because of the
Tinman and marhine. resouTces required). Queueing networks have become important as perform
ance models of a variety of systems where system performance is usually significantiy affected by
contention for resources. Queueing network models can be used from the early design stages of a
system or throughout the life of the system to estimate system performance and to evaluate alter
natives.
We will not attempt a general discussion of queueing networks here, but will try to make our dis
cussion self-contained. The reader seeking additional background may wish to refer to some of the
books and papers listed in the Bibliography. Our examples vwU be of queueing network models
of computer systems and communication networks, however, queueing models have ^en used for
decades in examining a wide variety of other systems. Much of our discussion applies directly to
performance issues in manufacturing lines, office systems, etc.. Our emphasis will be on perform
ance, but the modeling techniques we present also apply to analysis of other issues such as reliability
and correctness (e.g., deadlock analysis).
The objective often is to determine how to improve a system. The basic steps in using queueing
network models to solve such a problem are (1) determine the resources and their characteristics
which will most affert performance, (2) formulate a model representing these resources and char
acteristics and (3) determine (algebraically, numerically or by simulation) the resulting values for
performance measures (e.g., average queue length at a resource) in the model. Typically, the
modeler will iteratively go through these steps to examine an existing or proposed system, revising
the assumptions and the model until satisfied the results meet the objective.
The first of these steps, though often difficult, is highly system specific. We will not address this
problem directly. The RESearch Queueing package (RESQ) is a software tool for building
queueing network models. We emphasize "tool" because RESQ is not a model in itself. As a tool,
it can be of great value in dealing with the second and third basic steps just cited and in the iterative
process involving examination of alternatives.
This document introduces some of the features of RESQ and their usage. For a thorough dis
cussion of RESQ, see "The Research Queueing Package Version 2: CMS Reference Manual".
Figure 1 on page 2 illustrates a very simple queueing network of a computer system. The model
considers contention for three resources of the system, a cpu and two I/O devices. Users com
mands upon the system are represented by jobs in the queueing network. The queueing network
model which represents the system consists of a collection of nodes corresponding to the resources
in the system that the jobs visit. A user spends part of his or her time thinking at the terminal and
keying in commands. The time it takes to perform this think time is represented by the service time
of a job at the terminal node. The model assumes there are as many terminals as users, so there
is no waiting for a terminal. We will still refer to the model representation of the terminals as a
queue. After keying in a command, the user waits for a response. The job representing the user
command alternates between computation and I/O activities until the command processing is fin
ished and the user receives the response. In this simple model, the routing decisions will be made
by speciiying probabilities. The user then begins another think time.
We have made this model simple because it is our first example and so that a numerical solution
of the model will be feasible. For an exact numerical solution to be feasible, we must make a
number of assumptions. One of these assumptions is that multiple resources are not required si
multaneously by a job. This may not be the case in a system where memory may be required be
fore the jobs can begin computation. A second assumption is that scheduling is limited to a fairly
restricted set of algorithms. In particular, priority scheduling is excluded. A third assumption is
that routing decisions are based on probabilities. Other restrictive assumptions will be considered
as we discuss and expand upon this model below.
Without RESQ one would likely have two choices with regard to this model and these assumptions:
(1) Accept the model and its results without knowing how much impact the simplifying assump- 1 -
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tions have on the results. (2) Reject the model and build a detailed simulation model in a con
ventional discrete event simulation language. This second choice would entail new problems, most
notably (a) expense of building and running the model and (b) doubt about the accuracy of the
results (due to the statistical variability of simulation). In the past there has been very Httle middle
ground between these choices.
Two of the principle objectives of RESQ have been (1) to bridp this gap between numerical and
simulation methods and (2) to encourage analysts to use a solution method appropriate to the case
at hand. RESQ has succeeded at these objectives partly because of the solution methods it provides
and partly because of its characterizations of queueing networks. RESQ is effective because of its
solution methods, because of its characterizations of queueing networks, and because of its user
interfaces, which have been engineered to maximize user productivity.
RESQ provides the "state of the art" in numerical solution methods, so that restrictive assumptions
can be avoided where possible. RESQ provides simulation solutions with special features not found
in many simulation languages. Most important of these are statistical output analysis techmques
which provide enor estimates (in the form of confidence intervals) for simulation resifits and pop
ping rules for determining when the simulation should end. (Statistical output analysis techmques
are discussed in Chapter 7 of Sauer and Çhandy 1981, Chapter 4 of Kobayashi 1978 and Chapter
6 of Lavenberg 1982.) The presence of multiple solution methods in one tool makes it possible to
use the method most appropriate to a given model and to test the impact of model assumptions
such as the ones discussed above. As the model becomes more complex, the modeler can change
solution methods. The presence of multiple solution methods also makes feasible the use of several
methods in a hybrid solution of one model.
We refer to the networks of RESQ as "extended" because of characteristics absent from most
queueing models. Perhaps the most important of the extensions is the "passive" resource, which
allows convenient representation of simultaneous resource possession as in the discussion above.
Traditional service centers are called "active" queues in the RESQ terminology. A job's activity is
typically focused on the resources of active queues. A job typically has no interaction with other
model elements while at an active queue. A job typically acquires units of a passive resource ^d
holds onto them while visiting other queues (either active or passive) and model elements. The job
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explicitly releases the units of resource when it no longer needs them. Figure 2 on page 3 shows
the addition of a passive queue representing memory to the network of Figure 1. Inclusion of the
passive queue allows us to avoid making the assumption that command processing does not require
more than one resource at a time. This assumption was made with the model of Figure 1 on page
2 to make the numerical solution feasible; relaxation of this assumption precludes an exact nu
merical solution. Models with passive queues are solved either by simulation or by approximate
numerical methods. (Exact numerical solution for networks with passive queues is possible, in
principle, but usually not practical.)
Note that in the figure the passive resource is held by the job during cpu processing and I/O activity.
Additional passive queues could be added to the model to represent the channel and /or controller
contention. As well as representing simultaneous resource possession, passive queues are partic
ularly useful for representing complex control mechanisms in a simple manner. For example,
contention for a channel may cause I/O devices to experience extra revolutions prior to transfer.
Communication network protocols and algorithms are additional examples of mechanisms con
veniently represented by passive queues. A third use of passive queues is in measuring response
times in,Æubnetworks. The "queueing time" (response time) for a passive queue is defined as the
time between a job's request for units of the passive resource and Üiat jobs' fi-eeing of the units of
resource. Thus in Figure 2 the queueing time for the passive queue corresponds to the response
time seen by the terminal users.
The recommended user interface for RESQ is the RESearch Queueing Modeling Environment
(RESQME) graphical interface. On one hand, it serves to educate new users. Context-sensitive
help is available throughout the modeling process, and a dynamic tutorial facility can be used to
both illustrate all of the modeling elements and to build models. Interactive error checking assists
the user while building the model. On the other hand, it is designed to accommodate sophisticated
users. It gives the user access to all the functionality of RESQ to handle large, realistic models.
RESQME provides the modeler with complete control of the experimental process of
creating/editing a model, executing the model, and examining the results. The modeler can iter
atively and interactively move through these three tasks in RESQME imtil he or she solves the
problem.
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The user interacts with RESQME on two levels. The main level is graphical: the direct manipu
lation of icons to form a picture of the network, the control of the tasks through menu selections,
and the viewing of performance measure charts and animation. Underlying this level is attribute
information associated with each of the visual elements. The attribute iriformation may consist of
the name, solution method, parameters for the model being displayed; the name, queueing disci
pline, service time for an active queue in the network; or the colors and scaling for an output chart.
This textual information is provided in attribute pop-up windows consisting of templates of
prompts and default replies. The specific template depends on the graphical object being defined,
and the prompts change dynamically with the user's replies. 'The interactive syntax checker pro
vides for immediate correction of syntactic errors for this textual input.
In the Create/Edit task, portions of the model can be constructed and corrected in any desired or
der, and the graphics picture along with the textual attributes of the model is saved for future ref
erence. Models may be defined with parameters so that solutions of several related versions of the
model may be obtained in a single evaluation, without chan^g the model. A model (or submodel)
with a generalized set of parameters may be conveniently used by people other than the model de
veloper to study the performance of the system without having to become experts in RESQ. In
addition to creating and editing the model graphically, RESQME allows the user to enter values for
model parameters, execute the model, produce plots of results, and run animations of the model
to observe jobs flowmg through the model.
Our examples will display model diagrams, textual information from attribute wmdows, formatted
results, and charts of performance measures produced by RESQME. The model diagrams in
Figure 1 on page 2 and Figure 2 on page 3 were produced by RESQME.
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2. A Simple Computer System Model
In this section we will consider the numerical solution of the example in Figure 1 on page 2. In
doing so we will have to make further assumptions in addition to the ones already discussed.
Let us consider the cpu service center. Notice the icon used in the figure to represent this type of
service center. It depicts a waiting line attached to a circle representing a server. We assuine the
queueing discipline for the cpu is Processor Sharing (PS). (We will usually refer to scheduling al
gorithms as queueing disciplines.) The PS discipline is defined as the limiting case of a RoundRobin discipline with no overhead as the quantum (time slice) goes to zero. With PS and n jobs
in the queue, each job gets l/n“* of the server, i.e., the server is shared equally among all of the jobs
in the queue. Further, we assume that a job's service time at the cpu has an exponential distrib
ution independent of the current state of the cpu. The following is a possible RESQME description
of the cpu service center;

QUEUE: cpuq
TYPE: PS
CLASS LIST: cpu
WORK DEMANDS: .05
In this definition we use upper case for RESQME prompts and for responses selected firom a list
of possible choices and lower case for user typed information. The prompts are terminated by a
colon (":'0.
A queue in RESQ is a definition of a service center or a passive resource. The first prompt is asking
for the namp. of the queue. We use the name "cpuq" for the name of the entire service center. The
namp we use may be any legal RESQ unused identifier (see Appendix 2 of the Reference Manual).
(Legal names must start with an alphabetic character and be no more than ten characters.)
The second prompt is asking for the type of queue. The type specified may be a general type, i.e.,
"ACTIVE" or "PASSIVE," or a specialized type, e.g., "PS" as in the example. A general type allows
specification of all queue characteristics, while a specialized type assumes certain default specifica
tions and thus allows an abbreviated queue definition. The specialized type PS results in a single
server active queue with the Processor Sharing queueing discipline. Further, the server is assumed
to have a fixed service rate of one (1). The service time at a queue is equal to the work demanded
divided by the service rate. The service rate is the rate at which the server performs the work. (If
we want the server to have a different fixed rate, we can divide the mean service time by that rate.
If we want to explicitly define server rates, we must use the general ACTIVE type of queue. The
general ACTIVE type of queue is described in Section 4 of the Reference Manual.) We will defer
until later discussion of some of the other characteristics assumed by the specialized PS type.
Generally, the assumptions result in a simpler specification than might otherwise be made.
The third prompt is asking for a (job) "class" at the queue. In general, an active queue may have
many classes. The classes of a queue serve as "nodes" in the routing description of the network;
having multiple classes at a queue allows specification of different routing paths for different types
of jobs. A node in the model represents a place a job visits. The routing represents the paths the
jobs follow as they flow throu^ the resources in the system. Different classes at a queue may also
have different service requirements, priorities and other characteristics we will describe later. In this
case there is only one class, to which we give the name "cpu." (A class name may be any legal
identifier.)
The fourth prompt is for the service time distribution of jobs at the queue. Remember that the
service time is the work demand divided by the service rate, and that the service rate for a PS queue
is one. Therefore, the service time is equal to the work demand in this case. The service time of
.05 is taken as an exponential distribution with mean .05.
In this example the values ^ven for times are in units of seconds. This is only implicitly defined,
however. As far as RESQ is concerned, the meaning of the time unit is up to the user; the nu
merical values produced by RESQ would be the same whether we intended the time units to be
microseconds, seconds or hours. It is up to the user to decide upon the appropriate time unit for
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the problem (e.g., the user may choose the time units to be seconds) and to consistently provide
all input and to interpret all RESQ output times in the same units.
The definitions for t^vo I/O devices are similar, the differences being in the names, the queueing
discipline (First-Come-First-Served abbreviated FCFS), and the mean service times.

QUEUE: iolq
TYPE: FCFS
CUSS LIST: iol
WORK DEMANDS: .22
QUEUE: io2q
TYPE: FCFS
CLASS LIST: io2
WORK DEMANDS: .019
The final queue definition is similar to the other definitions except that we use the 'IS' special type
of queue, which gives an active queue with an infinite server discipline. This type of queue always
has a server available for each job in the queue. There are never any jobs waiting for service.
Notice that we use a different icon to represent the IS queue. The dots represent an infinite number
of servers.
QUEUE: termi nalsq
TYPE: IS
CLASS LIST: terminals
WORK DEMANDS: 5
This concludes the queue definitions for this model.
The other principal part of the model definition is the routing. The routing is defined in terms of
transitions between nodes; in this model the only nodes are the classes. In general, nodes of a
model may be partitioned into "chains" to efficiently represent different types of jobs with different
service times, such that a job at a node in one chain can never get to a node in another chain.
rbains are discoimected paths that the jobs follow. In this model there is only one chain. The
following is the routing definition for this model:

CHAIN: interactiv
TYPE: CLOSED
POPULATION: 15 /* users */
: terminals -> cpu ;1.0
: cpu -> iol ;.10
: cpu -> io2 ;.90
: iol -> cpu ¡l-1/cpiocycles
: iol -> terminals ;l/cpiocycles
: io2 -> cpu ;l-l/cpiocycles
: io2 -> terminals ;l/cpiocycles
The first prompt is for the name of the chain. The second prompt is for the type of chain, 'open'
or 'closed." Open chains have 'sources' of jobs to enter the model and "sinks' for jobs to leave the
model. Closed chains do not have sources or sinks. Usually the number of jobs in a closed chain
is fixed, though there are possible exceptions to this rule. TTie chain for this model is closed. The
third prompt is for the number of jobs in the closed chain, i.e., its 'population.' The population
of fifteen represents the number of active users in the model.
The remainder of the routing lines starting with a colon (':') are for the routing transitions, i.e.,
descriptions of where a job can go when it leaves a node and how it decides where to go. The first
routing transition means that a job leaving the terminals node always goes to the cpu node (with
probability 1.0). The next two lines indicate that 10% of the jobs leaving cpu go to iol and 90%
go to io2. From each I/O device there is a probability of going back to the cpu and 1 ^us tffis
probability of going to the terminals. This probability is calculated using a numeric identifier which
will be defined shortly.
The only other part of the model that we have not looked at is the model header.
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MODEL: csmt
METHOD: NUMERICAL
NUMERIC PARAMETERS:
DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS:
NUMERIC IDENTIFIERS: cpiocycles
CPIOCYCLES: 8
DISTRIBUTION IDENTIFIERS:
CHAIN ARRAYS:
NODE ARRAYS:
The model name can be any legal RESQ name. We are using the NUMERICAL solution method
to solve this model. Parameters, identifiers, and arrays are optional modeling elements which will
be discussed in detail later. For now, we define an identifier called cpiocycles which represents the
average number of times a job cycles through the cpu and I/O subsystem. This identifier is assign
a value of eight.
Since this is a model we are solving numerically, the above definitions complete all the information
necessary for this model. At this point in the model lifecycle, we would do a global consistency
check to make sure the model is complete and correct. Our next step is 4o evaluate the model.
Since we have no parameters iii the model, we can proceed right to the execution. (The current
workstation version of RESQME does not permit the numerical solution to be computed. Until
this restriction is removed, this model must be solved on the host using the PL/I version of RESQ,
or changed to use the simulation solution.) The following are all of the formatted results produced
for this model.
UTILIZATION
ELEMENT
cpuq
0.86234
0.37943
lOlQ
0.29492
I02Q
0.00000
TERMINALSQ
ELEMENT
CPUQ
lOlQ
I02Q
TERMINALSQ

THROUGHPUT
17.24686
1.72469
15.52218
2.15586

ELEMENT
CPUQ
lOlQ
I02Q
TERMINALSQ

MEAN QUEUE LENGTH
3.22555
0.58712
0.40804
10.77929

MEAN QUEUEING TIME
ELEMENT
0.18702
CPUQ
lOlQ
0.34042
I02Q
0.02629
TERMINALSQ
5.00000
The utilization is the fraction of time a server is busy. The utilization for an infinite server is always
reported as zero. The cpu has the highest utilization and is therefore the bottleneck.
The throughput is the number of jobs that completed per unit time. The routing probabilities and
the service times determine the throughputs. The throughput at the cpu is the highest because of
all the jobs that cycle back to the cpu.
The mean queue length includes the jobs waiting and in service. If we add up all of the queue
lengths we obtain the 15 jobs in the closed chain population.
The mean queueing time also includes the time the jobs wait and are in service. We can obtain
estimates of the waiting times by subtracting the mean service times from the mean queueing times.
We can also obtain an estimate of the mean response time. (We use "estimate" here to emphasize
that we are dealing with a model and usually do not obtain the values for the actual system. For
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this model RESQ provides exact values for the performance measures within the limits of numerical
error.) By response time we mean the time that begins after a job leaves the terminals until it re
turns to the terminals. This performance measure in a closed chain is not calculated by RESQ
when using the numerical solution. Later we wiU see how we can obtain it ha a simulation model.
The response time is simple to calculate using Little's Rule: mean number of jobs = throughput
X mean response time. 'The mean number of jobs in the computer system (not at the terminals)
is 15 - 10.77929 = 4.22071, so the mean response time is 4.22071 / 2.15586 = 1.958 seconds.

3. A Starter Set of Modeling Elements
This section will discuss a subset of the RESQ modeling elements which are sufficient for new users
to get started with for building simple models. The more advanced modeling elements are discussed
in Section 4. We wül take the model we solved in Section 2 and modify it. The solution method
will be changed from numerical to simulation and some other modeling elements will be added.

3.1. Numeric Parameters and Identifiers
Suppose we wish to evaluate the model for different think times, number of users, and number of
memory partitions. Numeric parameters, which are defined in the model header, are a convenient
way to do this. We will define three numeric parameters called thinktime, users, and partitions and
use them during the remainder of the model definition.
As in Section 2, we define a numeric identifier called cpiocycles which will be used to calculate a
branching probability. We also want to define a symbolic name called jobtype which we will use
to improve the readability of the model. To do this we will define another numeric identifier in the
model header. The following prompts show the revised model header with the model name
changed to csmtm and the solution method to SIMULATION.

MODEL: csmtm
METHOD: SIMULATION
NUMERIC PARAMETERS: thinktime users partitions
DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS:
NUMERIC IDENTIFIERS: cpiocycles jobtype
CPI0CYCLES:8
JOBTYPE: 0
DISTRIBUTION IDENTIFIERS:
GLOBAL VARIABLES:
CHAIN ARRAYS:
, NODE ARRAYS:
MAX JV:
MAX CV:
Distribution parameters, distribution identifiers, chain and node arrays, and max jv and cv will be
explained in Section 4. Global variables will be discussed in Section 3.8.
Numeric parameters and numeric identifiers are symbolic names that can be used in the model de
finition. They are assigned arithmetic expressions. Parameters receive their values when the model
is executed. Identifiers are assigned values immediately after they are defined. In the above exam
ple, the ntimeric identifier cpiocycles is assigned the value eight (8) and jobtype is assigned the value
zero (0).

3.2. Jobs and Job Attributes
Recall that the jobs represent commands to be processed which flow through the model and visit
the nodes which depict the system resources. Every job has its own set of job attributes. The job
attributes are stored in job variables identified by the keyword jv. For each job, jv is a vector which
is subscripted to address the appropriate attribute. The jv subscripts start with index zero (0). In
this example we will define a job variable to represent the type of job. We will have two types of
jobs in the model. We will use jv(0) to represent the job type. Since we do not want to remember
that the zeroth job variable is the job type, we will use the numeric identifier previously defined to
subscript the job variable, jv(jobtype). Job variables can be used to store any type of information
that the tiser wants related to a job, and their values can be used throughout the model, for example
here we will use them to make routing decisions.

3.3. Simple Service Centers
Service centers have three components; one or more servers actively engaged in taking time to
provide service to jobs, a queueing discipline or scheduling algorithm to decide which job to put
into service next, and one or more classes of jobs to be served. Service centers are called active
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queues in RESQ. They can be used to represent many different types of processing encoimtered
in a computer system or a communication network, e.g., cpu, I/O device, bus, network link, ter
minals, and many more.
Of the three components, the purpose of the servers and the queueing disciplines is straight forward.
Let us briefly discuss the meaning of classes. A class is normally associated with a local waiting line
at a queue. The class represents a particular type of job that is being served at the queue. The
name of the class is a node in the routing, so different types of jobs can follow different paths. Each
class can have its own service time distribution, so different types of jobs can receive different
amounts of service. Classes can also have different priority levels. Different work loads can be
easily represented by different classes. Alternatively, transactions at different stages of service can
be represented by different classes when they revisit service centers.
In this section we will only discuss First-Come-First-Served (FCFS), Infinite Server (IS), and AC
TIVE queues. The ACTIVE queues discussed here will be a subset of more complicated versions.
Queues with other types of queueing disciplines, more complicated ACTIVE queues, and queues
with multiple classes will be discussed in Section 4.
The queues for the I/O devices that we discussed in Section 2 are all simple FCFS queues. A FCFS
queue has a single server with a service rate of one. Recall that in this case the service time is equal
to the work demand. The queue definition for io 1 is repeated here for easy reference.

QUEUE: iolq
TYPE: FCFS
CLASS LIST: iol
WORK DEMANDS: .22
Every queue has a unique name. The type selected firom the hst of types is FCFS. The name of
the class is iol, and the service time distribution is exponential with a mean of .22 time units. The
exponential distribution is the default distribution. Other probability distributions will be discussed
in Section 4. The other FCFS queue definition, plus the Processor Sharing queue for the cpu, for
the simulation version of the model in Figure 2 on page 3 are the same as the ones that were dis
played in Section 2.
The other simple type of queue that we find in this model is the IS queue for the terminals. An
IS queue has no waiting line. As soon as a job arnves at the queue it is placed in service. There
fore, it can be used to represent a pure delay (advance time) with no waiting. IS queues still have
classes to distinguish different types of jobs. The only difference in the specification between the
FCFS and IS queue definitions is the queue type as shown again in the following queue definition.
Notice in the following example that we have used the numeric parameter called thinktime to be
the service time.
QUEUE: termi nalsq
TYPE: IS
CLASS LIST: terminals
WORK DEMANDS: thinktime
The ACTIVE queue type can also be used in constructing simple models. It has a prompt for the
number of servers. When the nximber of servers is greater than one, this type of queue is referred
to as a multi-server queue. The model in Figure 2 on page 3 does not contain a multi-server queue.
We will therefore ^ve an example of the use of a multi-server queue by showing how it can repre
sent a multiprocessor. Here we are assioming that 2 jobs can be processed simultaneously. The
queueing discipline (DSPL:) can also be specified. It is selected from a list of several queueing
disciplines. The other possible choices, besides FCFS, will be discussed in Section 4. ACTIVE
queues also have classes and work demands similar to FCFS queues. A difference is that we can
specify information related to the servers. In this section, we will assume all servers are identical.
Therefore only one server definition is necessary. Here we are only interested in the service rate
(RATES:) information. Recall that the service time of a job at a queue is equal to the work de
mand divided by the Service rate. With the ACTIVE queue, we can specify the work demand and
the service rate separately. This type of server is called a fixed rate server. A fixed rate server serves
with the same rate independent of the number of customers at the queue. Queue dependent servers.
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which change their service rate, and servers who select jobs from specified classes (ACCEPTS:) will
be discussed in Section 4.

QUEUE: multiprocq
TYPE: ACTIVE
SERVERS: 2
DSPL: FCFS
CLASS LIST: cpu
WORK DEMANDS: .005
SERVERRATES: .9
ACCEPTS: all

3.4. Set Nodes
A set node is a modeling element used to execute assignment statements. Whenever a job visits a

set node, the assignment statements associated with that set node will be executed. In Figure 2 on
page 3 the rectangular box with the name setjobtype illustrates the icon used for a set node. In this
section we will only discuss set nodes with a single assignment statement. Set nodes with multiple
assignment statements will be discussed in Section 4. The set node named setjobtype will be used
to assign the type of job to a job variable so that later on a routing decision can be based on the
job type. The following set node definition shows the syntax associated with a set node. Every set
node has a unique name attached to it. The assignment list is used to specify the assignment
statement. Recall that we previously defined a numeric identifier called jobtype to have a value of
0. In this case we are assigning to job variable jv(jobtype) a sample from a discrete probability
distribution. This particular discrete distribution has two values, 1 and 2. The probability associ
ated with value 1 is 0.1 and the probability associated to value 2 is 0.9.

SET NODE: setjobtype
ASSIGNMENT LIST: jv(jobtype)=discrete(l,.lj2,.9)
In general, any type of RESQ variable can be assigned values at set nodes. The other types of
variables and the types of expressions that can be assigned wUl be discussed in Section 4.

3.5. Simple Passive Resources
One of the principal limitations of the model in Section 2 is that it ignores simultaneous resource
possession, where a job acquires and holds onto elements of a resource while it receives service at
a service center. As an example of simultaneous resource possession, we will include a simple
representation of memory being allocated to a job before it can undergo any processing in the
cpu-I/0 subsystem. A passive queue will be used to model memory. A passive queue has a pool
of tokens which represent the finite number of elements of the passive resource which are to be
allocated to the jobs. It also has one or more places (nodes) where the tokens are allocated and
one or more nodes where tokens are released from the jobs and retmned to the pool for reallo
cation. The following queue definition shows an example of a passive queue. A passive queue has
a name and the type is PASSIVE. This passive queue uses the numeric parameter partitions to
specify the number of tokens. The queueing discipline here is FCFS. In Section 4 we will see ex
amples of other possible queueing disciplines. Allocate nodes provide a place where jobs can allo
cate tokens if they are available or a place to wait if the number of tokens requested cannot be
satisfied. In this case the allocate node is given the name allocmem and we are allocating exactly
1 token (memory partition) to each job as it leaves the allocate node. It is important to remember
that jobs hold onto the tokens as they visit other nodes in the model. The release node is given the
name relsemem. All tokens associated with this passive queue are released by the job when it visits
a release node.
From Figure 2 on page 3 we see that after the think time is completed the job requests a memory
partition. If one is available, it is acquired, and the job proceeds to set its job type and then to the
cpu. If no memory partitions are available, the job waits at allocmem until one is released. After
cycling through the cpu-I/0 subsystem several times, the job finishes and releases the memory
partition at relsemem and sends a response back to the terminal.
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QUEUE: tnemoryq
TYPE: PASSIVE
TOKENS: partitions
DSPL: FCFS
ALLOCATE NODE LIST: allocmem
NUMBER OF TOKENS TO ALLOCATE: 1
RELEASE NODE LIST: relsemem

3.6. Job Flow
The flow of jobs through the resources in the system is described in the routing definition. Job
routing is ^ven in chain definitions. A chain is a path that certain types of jobs follow. Each chain
has a name and a type. The chain name in this example model is interactiv and the type is
CLOSED. OPEN chains will be discussed in the next subsection. CLOSED chains have a fixed
population of jobs that continue to circulate through the nodes of the chain. In the following chain
defiiution, the population is specified by using the numeric parameter called users which we previ
ously defined in the header. Using a numeric parameter here will allow us to evaluate the model
for several different number of users without having to change the model. The remaining lines in
the chain definition are for the routing transitions. These routing transitions are similar to the ones
we discussed in Section 2. The prompt is just a colon, followed by a FROM node name, an "ar
row" (- > ), a TO node name, a semicolon, and a probability or a predicate for determining whether
this branch is taken. All of the lines but two in this example use probabilities to make the routing
decisions. The two lines from the cpu use a predicate to test the value of job variable jv(jobtype).
Type 1 jobs go to iol. Type 2 jobs go to io2.

CHAIN: interactiv
TYPE: CLOSED
POPULATION: users
: terminals -> allocmem ;1.0
: allocmem -> setjobtype ;1.0
: setjobtype -> cpu ;1.0
: cpu -> iol ;if(jv(jobtype)=l)
: cpu -> io2 ;if(jv(jobtype)=2)
: iol -> relsemem ;l/cpiocycles
: iol -> setjobtype ;l-l/cpiocycles
: io2 -> relsemem ;l/cpiocycles
: io2 -> setjobtype ;l-l/cpiocycles
: relsemem -> terminals ;1.0
This textual version of the routing is created for you automatically by RES Q ME as you graphically
specify the paths the jobs follow. The default predicate to make the routing decision is a probability
of 1.0. You can type over this to use other probabilities or conditions to make the routing decision
as is illustrated in the above example.

3.7. Sources and Sinks
The other major type of chain is an open chain. The example model we are working with in this
section does not contain an open chain. For this reason we will define a simple example of an open
chain for illustrative purposes. An open chain has one or more sources where jobs can enter the
model and one or more SINKs where jobs can leave the model. Each source is assumed to have
an infinite population associated with it from which it selects jobs to enter the model according to
an interarrival time distnbution (ARRIVAL TIMES:). The following open chain has name
jobpath and type OPEN. The name of the source (SOURCE LIST;) is start, and the interarrival
time distribution is an exponential distribution with a mean of 1 time unit. The routing transitions
have the same format as the ones we discussed in the above subsection.

CHAIN: jobpath
TYPE: OPEN
SOURCE LIST: start
ARRIVAL TIMES: 1
: start -> nodel ;1.0
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One concept you should keep in mind related to open chains, is that the chain population varies
as the model is running. This is not the case with closed chains.

3.8. Global Variables

^

Global variables are symbolic names which can change value as the run proceeds. They are defined
in the model header in a similar way to the definition of identifiers and can then be used throughout
the model. Since the example model we are discussing in this section does not contain any global
variables, we will describe an example where a global variable might be used. If we are accumulating jobs to form a batch before an operation where we want to process batches of jobs together,
we could use a global variable to count the number of jobs in the next batch. The following shows
the syntax associated with the definition of a global variable. The name of the global variable is
n_in_btch, and its initial value is 0.

GLOBAL VARIABLES: n_in_btch
n_in_btch: 0
Every time another job comes to join the next batch we send it to a set node to increment the
number in the batch.
SET NODE: inc_batch
ASSIGNMENT LIST: njnjtch = n_in_btch + 1
When the batch is completed, we then put all of the jobs in the batch in the batch process and reset
the number in the batch to zero. A submodel illustrating these other details will be discussed in
Section 10.
This completes the definition of the major modeling elements necessary to construct simple models
of computer systems and communication networks. The next subsection will discuss the informa
tion necessary to speedy the length of the run.

3.9. Run Length Control
An important concept to remember related to using simulation to solve models is that the results
produced by the simulation are random variables. The stochastic nature of the results is based on
the random numbers that are used to generate samples from the probability distributions while the
simulation is executing.

'*

The simulation run length template begins with a prompt for the confidence interval method.
Section 7 will discuss confidence intervals. Here we will discuss running simulations without
producing confidence intervals. As shown in the following template, the response of NONE is se
lected for the confidence interval method. Then there is a section for the initial state defimtion.
This describes where jobs are to be placed initially when the simulation begins. For each chain
we specify the initial population and the nodes where we want jobs to start. For chain interactiv
initially ail of the jobs (users) will be place at the terminals. The prompt for initial portion dis
carded lets you specified how much of the beginning of the run to throw away. Very often, the
beginning of a simulation is not representative of the long run behavior after the simulation reaches
steady state, and you can remove this data from the simulation results. Further discussions of these
points are made in Section 7. A null response keeps all data for the entire run. The run limits
section lets us define several ways that the simulation could terminate. The first of these conditions
that is detected will stop the run. In the example, the run will stop on the number of events, where
an event is a service completion at an active queue or an arrival at an open chain. The other pos
sible stopping conditions are the simulated time and the number of departures from specified
queues or nodes. As an overall limit, we specify 100 epu seconds for each run. The seed is used
to start the random number streams. Leaving it blank uses a default value of 1.
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CONFIDENCE INTERVAL METHOD: NONE
INITIAL STATE DEFINITIONCHAIN: interactiv
NODE LIST: terminals
INIT POP: users
INITIAL PORTION DISCARDED:
RUN LIMITSSIMULATED TIME:
EVENTS: 10000
QUEUES FOR DEPARTURE COUNTS:
DEPARTURES:
NODES FOR DEPARTURE COUNTS:
DEPARTURES:
LIMIT - CP SECONDS: 100
SEED:

3,10. Evaluation and Output Analysis
Now we are ready to do the evaluation and to analyze the results. The first step in the Evaluation
task is to specify the parameter values. Remember that the model has one parameter representing
the number of users. We can examine three scenarios by making three runs of the model with the
number of users set at 20, 25, and 30, respectively. The following template shows the specification
of the parameter values for the three runs.

Model Solution Parametersthinktime: 10
users: 20
partitions: 4
Model Solution Parametersthinktime: 10
users: 25
partitions: 4
Model Solution Parametersthinktime: 10
users: 30
partitions: 4
Specify parameters for another run: NO
After executing the model, we can view the performance results and the animation. We will only
look at a few of the possible results here. Additional results are discussed in Section 9 and in the
Reference Manual. Figure 3 on page 15 shows plots of the utilizations of memory, the cpu and
the I/O devices for the three runs plotted against the number of users. The increasing number of
users puts an increasing load on memory usage (second curve, solid line) and the cpu (top curve,
dashed line). These resources appear to be the bottlenecks in this model.
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4. Advanced Set of Modeling Elements
In the previous section, we discussed a relatively simple subset of the available modeling elements
for RESQ. This section will discuss the remainder of the modeling elements. A new user should
be familiar with the starter set before trying to use these more advanced building blocks.

4.1. Distribution Parameters and Identifiers
Distribution parameters and distribution identifiers are symbolic names to which probability dis
tributions are assigned. Similar to numeric parameters and identifiers, distribution parameters are
assigned values at execution time, and distribution identifiers are assigned values in the model
header. The values of parameters and identifiers are fixed throughout the simulation run.
Parameters and identifiers can be scalars, vectors, and matrices. The indexing of parameter and
identifier arrays begins at one (1). The following example illustrates definitions for these types of
symbolic names.

NUMERIC PARAMETERS: batchsize
DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS: mlservtime(3)
NUMERIC IDENTIFIERS: rtgarray(2;3)
rtgarray: .3 .4 .3 ++
.2 .5 .3
DISTRIBUTION IDENTIFIERS: srcliat
srcliat: unifonn(I,2,l)
In the above example, the numeric parameter batchsize is a scalar parameter, mlservtime is a vector
with three elements, and rtgarray is a matrix vrith two rows and three columns. The values assigned
to mlservtime will be probability distributions. The distribution identifier srcliat will be used to
sample from a uniform distribution.

4.2. Chain and Node Arrays
There are times when it is convenient to use vectors for names of chains and nodes. Chain and
node arrays are defined in the model header. The following shows a simple abstract example of this.

NUMERIC PARAMETERS: nc cpop(nc) p2(nc)
CHAIN ARRAYS: chn(nc)
NODE ARRAYS: cl(nc) c2(nc) c3(nc)
CHAIN: chn(*)
TYPE: closed
POPULATION: cpop(*)
: cl(*) -> c2(*) ;p2(*)
: cl(*) -> c3(*) ;l-p2(*)
: c2(*) -> cl(*)
: c3(*) -> cl(*)
There are 3 numeric parameters. Nc will be used for the number of chains. Cpop is a vector with
the chain populations. P2 is a vector with branching probabilities by chain. Chn is a chain array,
a symbolic name for nc chains. Cl, c2, and c3 are node arrays with their elements in the different
chains.

4.3. Maximum Number of Job and Chain Variables
This information is provided in the model header. Each job has a vector of job variables with the
number of elements being equal to one plus the maximum number of jv's specified. Each chain
has a vector of chain variables with the number of elements being equal to one plus the maximum
number of cv's specified.

MAX JV:5
MAX CV:1

’
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In the above example you can use indices from zero to five to index the jv's and zero to one to
index the cv's.
Chain variables are associated with chains. Chain variable zero (cv(0)) has a special meaning. It
is used to change the arrival rate of jobs in an open chain. Cv(0) is initially one. When it is set to
some value other than one, the arrival rate for that chain will change. Other chain variables do not
have a special meaning for RESQ. See the Reference Manual for further information about chain
variables.

4.4. Expressions and Probability Distributions
RESQ expressions correspond to those in programming languages, with essentially the same rules
as languages such as C, Fortran, Pascal, and PL/I. A formal definition of RESQ expressions is
given in the grammar in Appendix 4 of the Reference Manual. We will give an informal discussion
in this section. Except for expressions used in routing predicates, any RESQ expression must
evaluate to a scalar numeric value, a vector of numeric values or a matrix of numeric values.
"Simulation dependent" expressions are those that depend on job variables, chain variables, global
variables, probabihty distributions, the USER function, status functions or the PRINT function.
Simulation dependent expressions can be used most places in the definition of a simulation model.
See the Reference Manual for information about when simulation dependent expressions cannot
be used.
4.4.1. Arithmetic Expressions

An expression is built from primitive elements called factors. A factor may be an unsigned number,

3 45.625 3.2E-10 4.356E+02,
a parenthesized signed factor,
(-1).

an identifier or global variable,

tooll yield(2) arrayl(l;*),
a job or chain variable,
jv(jobtype) cv(0),
a probability distribution,
standard(10,2) discrete(l,.4;3,.6) uniforni(l,3,l),
a status function reference,
ta(robot) th(buffer) q1(machinel) rj,
a parenthesized expression,
(4+2),
a call to a USER defined function,
user(2;6;uniforni(0,l,l)),
a call to the PRINT function,
print(ta(robot)),
or a numeric function call,

min(l,2) max(3,alpha) ceil(10.3) floor(9.99)
abs(beta) exp(-3)
ln(exp(-3)).
These numeric functions are evaluated using the corresponding functions provided by C.
Using the exp and In functions appropriately allows you to raise an expression to a power. The
following expression can be used to raise some expression x to the power p;

exp(p*ln(x))
A special case of this is taking the square root of x:
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exp(0.5*1n(x))
In RESQME, numeric values are generally treated as if they were single precision floating point, i.e.,
they are usually truncated to roughly six decimal digits, even if given more precisely by the user.
Global variables, job variables, chain variables and temporaries used in expression evaluation are
maintained as double precision floating point during the simulation, i.e., they have roughly 16
decimal digits of precision.
Factors are combined with multiplying operators
"I" and "mod" to form terms, e.g.,
l*print(w)
alpha mod 2
jv(3)/jv(lG)
(MOD is the modulo function, performed by the C fmod function.) A single factor may itself be
considered a term if it is not to be used in an operation with a multiplying operator.
Terms are combined with adding operators " + " and "-" to form expressions, e.g.,
l*print(w)+5

alpha mod 2+1 5-jv(3)/jv(10)

Note that the multiplying operators are applied first before the adding operators. A single term
may itself be considered an expression if it is not to be used in an operation with a adding operator.
As suggested before, expressions may be parenthesized to force adding operators to be used before
multiplying operators.
4.4.2. Boolean Expressions

Predicates are used in routing definitions (Sections 3.6 and 4.8) and at wait nodes (Section 4.10).
A predicate is a Boolean expression preceded by "if(" and followed by ")". A Boolean expression
must evaluate to either T (true) or F (false).
The primitive elements of Boolean expressions are called Boolean factors. A Boolean factor may
be a Boolean constant, e.g.,

T
F
a relational expression, e.g.,
v<2 j*k<=v print(w)>j*k abs(jv(0)) mod n>=print(w) i=j w--=3.4
the logical negation of a Boolean factor, e.g.,
not v>3
or a predicate, e.g.,

if(l<=v and v<=10)
Note the use of "if before the parenthesized Boolean expression. The following is incorrect:
if((l<=v and v<=10))
Boolean factors are combined with the logical "and" operation to form Boolean terms, e.g.,

l<=v and v<=10
A Boolean factor by itself may be considered a Boolean term if it is not to be used in an "and"
operation.
Boolean terms are combined with the logeai "or" operation to form Boolean expressions, e.g.,

l<=v and v<=10 or ta(windowq)=7
Note that the "and" is performed before the "or". If the reverse order is desired, the predicate no
tation should be used, e.g.,
l<=v and if(v<=10 or ta(windowq)=7)
A Boolean term by itself may be considered a Boolean expression if it is not to be used in an "or"
operation.
Note that all of the above Boolean expressions must be enclosed in "if(" and ")" before they can be
used in routing definitions, e.g.,
host->link;if(l<=v and if(v<=10 or ta(windowq)=7))
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4.4.3. Probability Distributions

Often one has little information about random values in the model other than the mean values.
For this reason, RESQ uses the exponential distribution as the default distribution. When RESQ
expects a probability distribution and the expression given evaluates to a scalar value, the expo
nential distribution is assumed. It can be specified explicitly with the syntax

exponential(mean)
If the standard deviation is known, a distribution with two parameters can be used. The standard
distribution has a mean and a coefficient of variation (cv). (The cv is defined as the standard de
viation divided by the mean.) The syntax is
standard(mean,cv)
Depending on the value of the cv, RESQ wiU choose an appropriate probability distribution.
•

If the cv is zero, the constant distribution is used.

•

If 0 < cv < 0.5, the uniform distribution is employed.

•

If 0.5 < = cv < 1, a sample is taken from an Erlang distribution.

•

If the cv is one, the exponential distribution is the choice.

•

Ifthecv> 1, the hyperexponential distribution is used.

You can explicitly request a uniform distribution. The syntax is

uniform(ll,ul.pl; ... ;ln,un,pn)
where 11 is the lower limit of the first range of values, ul is the upper limit of the first range of
values, p 1 is the probability of being in the first range of values, In is the lower limit of the nth range
of values, im is the upper limit of the nth range of values, and pn is the probability of being in the
nth range of values.
The discrete distribution has a list of values and their associated probabilities

discrete(vl,pl; ... ;vn,pn)
When you have a large number of values associated with a discrete distribution, the above syntax
can be tedious. In the special case where the values are consecutive integers and have equal prob
abilities, using the uniform distribution and converting the sample to an integer is easier to specify.
For example, if we want integer values between 1 and 100 with equal probabilities we could do the
following:
ceil(un1fonn(0,100,1))
Probability distributions can be used in arithmetic expressions. For more information related to
these distributions and others, see Appendix 3 of the Reference Manual.
4.4.4. Status Functions

There are six functions which may be used in arithmetic and boolean expressions which indicate
the current status of the network. These can be used for example to determine to which service
center to send a job, perhaps to the service center with the shortest queue length. The functions
have an argument specifying a node or queue name. When used in routing predicates, the argument
is optional under the circumstances described with a specific function. These functions are:
SA(queue name) - Servers Available. SA returns the number of servers currently available at
an active queue, i.e., the number not in use. The queue name and parentheses may be omitted
if the function is used in a routing predicate and the corresponding destination is a class of the
queue.
TA(queue name) - Tokens Available. TA returns the number of tokens currently available at
a passive queue, i.e., the number not in use. The queue name and parentheses may be omitted
if the function is used in a routing predicate and the corresponding destination is an allocate
node of the queue.
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TH(queue name) - Tokens Held. TH returns the number of tokens of the specified passive
queue held by the job causing the function to be invoked.
QL(node name) - Queue Length. QL returns the current number of jobs (coimting both true
jobs and job copies) at a class or an allocate node. The node name and parentheses may be
omitted if the function is used in a routing predicate and the corresponding destination is the
desired node.
TQ(queue name) - Total Queue. TQ returns the current number of jobs (coimting both true
jobs and job copies) at a queue. The queue name and parentheses may be omitted if the
function is used in a routing predicate and the corresponding destination is a tiode of the de
sired queue.
RJ(node name) - Related Jobs. RJ returns the number of jobs related to the job causing the
function to be invoked. If the node name is given, only jobs at that node are counted. Oth
erwise all of the job's relatives are counted. (Related jobs are produced by fission nodes. See
Section 4.9.) If the node name and parentheses are omitted, RJ returns the total number of
jobs related to the job.

4.5. Service Centers
Recall that service centers are composed of one or more classes, one or more servers, and a
queueing discipline for deciding which job to put into service when a server is free. The classes are
local waiting lines at the service center representing different types of jobs with specified work de
mand distributions. The class names are used in the routing and can be assigned different priority
levels.
Servers can serve with a fixed rate of service as illustrated in Section 3.3 or with queue dependent
service rates. Queue dependent service rates are given by a vector, where each element applies to
the number of customers at the queue. If there are multiple classes and multiple servers, you can
specify an arbitrary mapping between which servers wUl serve which classes.
In addition to the three types of queues discussed in Section 3.3, there are types for Last-ComeFirst-Served (LCFS), Processor Sharing (PS), and non-preemptive and preemptive priority (PRTY
and PRTYPR). For the ACTIVE queue, other possible queueing disciplines are ShortestRemaining-Time-First (SRTF) and Longest-Remaining-Time-First (LRTF).
LCFS is a
pushdown stack. The last job to arrive preempts the current job in service. When a job completes
service, the last job preempted resumes service. PS is a limiting version of Round Robin scheduling
where the time slice is allowed to approach zero. In this limiting case, all jobs at the service center
are served in parallel, each receiving an equal share of the servers. With the priority disciplines,
different classes can have different priority levels. Priority one is the highest priority. Additional
details about these types of queues can be found in the Reference Manual.
The following example shows a priority queue with two classes which might be used to represent
a resource with breakdowns. The class named process is for jobs which are worked on when the
resource is up and running. The class named down is for a control job which takes over the server
and makes the resource appear as if it has a breakdown. The control job is initiated either at the
class down or up at the start of the simulation, and moves from one class to the other based on their
respective service times. Since the class down has a higher priority than process, the control job
will be put into service ahead of any jobs waiting in the process class.

QUEUE: processq
TYPE: prty
CLASS LIST: process
WORK DEMANDS: proctime
PRIORITIES: 2
CLASS LIST: down
WORK DEMANDS: downtime
PRIORITIES: 1
Figure 4 on page 21 shows a diagram with the process queue. Classes beyond the one defined with
the queue icon are added with a class icon which looks like a waiting line attached to the queue icon
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with a dotted line. This type of modeling construct will be explained further in Section 10 where
a submodel for representing breakdowns is presented.

4.6. Passive Resources
Recall that passive queues represent resources whose elements are held while the job uses other
resources. No service time is associated with the passive queue. The elements of the resources are
called tokens and are explicitly acquired and freed. As an example a passive queue can be used to
represent a buffer before a communication link.
The passive queue defmition contains a pool of tokens to be allocated to jobs. The queue definition
also includes a queueing discipline for determining the order in which jobs receive the tokens. Al
locate nodes are defined with a distribution for the number of tokens to allocate to the job as it
leaves the allocate node. A waiting area and a priority level can be associated with each allocate
node. When a job visits a release node, all of the tokens for the associated passive queue are re
leased and returned to the pool of tokens. The token path from a passive queue to an allocate node
and from a release node to a passive queue is denoted by a dotted line in model diagrams.
There are times when you would like to change the number of tokens associated with a passive
queue. Create and destroy nodes allow you to accomplish this. When a job visits a create node,
a specified number of tokens are created and placed in the pool for further allocation. When a job
passes through a destroy node, the tokens held from the passive queue are destroyed, instead of
being returned to the pool. The following passive queue definition illustrates one example of using
create and destroy nodes.
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QUEUE; batchpq
TYPE: PASSIVE
TOKENS: 0
OSPL: FCFS
ALLOCATE NODE LIST: batchwait
NUMBER OF TOKENS TO ALLOCATE: 1
DESTROY NODE LIST: desbatch
CREATE NODE LIST: startbatch
NUMBER OF TOKENS TO CREATE: batchsize
We want to collect jobs into batches. Initially, there are zero tokens in the pool. Jobs in the batch
are routed to the allocate node and wait until the last job in the batch appears. The last job is
routed to the create node to create enough tokens for the entire batch before proceeding to the al
locate node. Each job in the batch then obtains one of the tokens and destroys it so the next batch
can be accumulated. A create node is represented by a triangle with base on the bottom and an
altitude line, and a destroy node is shown as the opposite-oriented icon.
Three other types of nodes can be defined at passive queues: AND allocate nodes, OR allocate
nodes, and transfer nodes. In model diagrams, these nodes are represented by an allocate node icon
with an A, an allocate node icon with an O, and a triangle with a T, respectively. See the Reference
Manual for a discussion of these node types.

4.7. Set Nodes with Multiple Assignment Statements
As discussed previously in Section 3.4, set nodes provide for the execution of assignment state
ments. In addition to the simple examples presented previously, the assignment lists are permitted
to have multiple assignment statements. The following set node illustrates two assignments which
are executed for every job passing through this set node.

SET NODE: reset
ASSIGNMENT LIST: numinbatch=0 batchtime=processtim

4.8. Job Flow
Section 3.6 discussed some simple forms of routing using probabilities and predicates. The syntax
related to predicates was discussed in Section 4.4.2. Below we see two routing lines with multiple
conditions tested and the use of a numeric function.

: crarr2 -> setbtch2 ;if(ct2=l or numpart2=l)
: setbtch2 -> SINK ;if(btch2->=max(btchl,btch2,btch3))
The first line contains a predicate testing the values of two global variables using an or operator.
The second line uses the maximum function.

4.9. Split, Fission and Fusion Nodes
Split, fission and fusion nodes provide the capability of producing copies of jobs and merging re
lated jobs back together again.
4.9.1. Split Nodes
Split nodes allow a job to produce additional independent jobs. A split node has one entrance, an
exit for the job that entered, and an additional exit for each new job to be created. The created jobs
are ^ven the same job variable values as the creating job. The created jobs do not possess tokens,
even though the creating job might be holding tokens. The split node icon is represented by a tri
angle split in the middle with one entry branch and two exit branches.
As an abstract example of using a split node, let us consider a system with bulk arrivals. In
Figure 5 on page 23 a single job arrives from the source and goes to a set node to take a sample
from a probability distribution to determine how many jobs are in this batch of arrivals. The set
node definition might.be

SET N0DE: setcount
ASSIGNMENT LIST: numjobs=ceil (uniformfniinjobs-l.maxjobs,!)).
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Minjobs and maxjobs are numeric parameters which specify the minimum and maximum number
of jobs in a batch. We use a uniform distribution to create random sized batches and the ceiling
(ceil) function to convert the sample from the continuous distribution into an integer. Numjobs
is a global variable that keeps track of the number of jobs in the batch. It is initially zero.
If the batch contains only one job, no additional jobs are to be created and the following branch
is chosen.

: setcount -> queuel ; if(numjobs=l)

raUB^I

CfNAlfiS

Figure 5.

Bulk arrivals

If the batch contains more than one job, the arrival job goes to the split node.

: setcount -> spi ;if(numjobs>l)
The job passing through the split node in this example always creates one new job. The original
job goes to the set node deccount to subtract one from the remaining number of jobs to be created,
and the new job goes to queuel.

SET NODE: deccount
ASSIGNMENT LIST: numjobs=numjobs-l
: spi -> deccount ¡SPLIT
: spi -> queuel ¡SPLIT
Notice the use of the keyword SPLIT in place of a probability or predicate. This is the syntax
RESQ requires when the FROM node is a split node.
After subtracting one from the remaining number of jobs in the batch, the original job goes back
to the split node if more jobs are to be created or else goes to queuel.

: deccount -> spi ¡if(numjobs>l)
: deccount -> queuel ¡if(numjobs=l)
In Section 10 we will see that it is easy to buüd a submodel that incorporates the above logic to
do bulk arrivals. This submodel can be used anywhere in a model where one job is supposed to
represent the arrival of a group of jobs.
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4.9.2. Fission and Fusion Nodes

Fission nodes allow a job to create additional jobs that are dependent on the creating job. Fusion
nodes allow for the destruction of the created jobs in a coordinated manner. Fission and fusion
nodes are usually used together in pairs. They are useful for representing synchronized processes
(tasks) occurring in operating systems. Similarly, fission and fusion nodes are useful for represent
ing parallel physical activities representing a single logeai activity, for example transmission of a
message across a communication network as a collection of packets.
A fission node has one entrance, an exit for the job that entered (referred to as the "parent^), and
an additional exit for each new job to be created. The created jobs are referred to as 'children."
Children may themselves enter fission nodes, thus creating hierarchies of jobs (see Section 8 of the
Reference Manual). Chfidren are given the same job variable values as the parent. The children
do not get any of their parent's tokens at the fission node. Jobs are not allowed to go to a SINK
as long as they have relatives (parénts or children). If this rule is violated, the simulation terminates.
In the model diagrams we represent a fission node by a triante with the entrance at one vertex and
two exits on the opposite side. This corresponds to the split node icon except that the triangle is
not divided into separate sub-triangles for the parent and children exits. In the dialogue syntax,
fission nodes are treated exactly the same as spHt nodes, except that the keyword "FISSION" is used
instead of the keyword "SPLIT."

A fusion node provides a place for jobs to wait for related jobs (a parent or children). (A fusion
node acts as a dummy node for jobs without relatives, i.e., such jobs pass through a fusion node
without delay or other effect.) No more than one job of a "family" can stay at a fusion node. If
a job arrives at a fusion node and it has relatives, but none of its relatives are at this particular fusion
node, it waits at the fusion node. When a job arrives at a fusion node and it has a relative at this
particular fusion node, two things can happen, depending on the relationship between the jobs. If
one is the parent and the other is a child, then the offspring is destroyed. If both are children, the
one that was created last is destroyed. Before a child is destroyed, any tokens it holds are released.
After destruction of one job, if the other job has no remaining relatives, it proceeds from the exit
of the fusion node. If the other job still has relatives, it waits at the fusion node for another relative
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to arrive. This provides the synchronization mechaiusm required before allowing the job to pro
ceed.
The icon for a fusion node is a triangle with the exit at one vertex and the entrance(s) on the op
posite side. Fusion nodes appear in the routing without further distinction, i.e., there is no need
for a keyword as in the case of split and fission nodes.
Figure 6 on page 24 shows a model which breaks messages down into packets which are trans
mitted on separate links and then reassembled into messages again after the transmission is com
pleted. Breaking the messages down into separate jobs is done exactly as was done for the bulk
arrives, but uses a fission node in place of a split node. Then there is an allocate node where
packages wait untü a link is free. A job to be transmitted goes to the first available link, notifies a
waiting packet that a link is free and goes to a fusion node to reassemble the message. The routing
from the allocate node to a free link is slightly different from previous examples, so we show it here
for illustrative purposes.

: albuff -> linkl ;if(q1=0)
: albuff -> link2 ;if(ql=0)
: albuff -> links ;1f(ql=0)
This routing displays the searching for the first available link.

4.10. Wait Nodes
Wait nodes provide a place for a job to wait until a specified condition occurs. The syntax of the
wait node is shown in the following example.

WAIT NODE: waitforbuf
PREDICATE LIST: until(tabufferq(nextlink)>0)
A wait node has a name and an until condition that follows the rules associated with routing
predicates. In the above example, jobs will wait at node waitforbuf until there are buffers available
at the next link. Tabufferq is a global variable which contains the number of buffers available for
a list of links, and nextlink is an index for the next link the job is to go to.

4.11. Dummy Nodes
Dummy nodes are places where nothing happens to a job. They are most frequently used to make
routing decisions for jobs leaving split and fission nodes when there are multiple destinations. The
following example, although an abstract illustration, will demonstrate this case.

DUMMY NODE: dl
: fisi -> ni ¡FISSION
: fisi -> dl ¡FISSION
: dl -> n2 ¡0.3
: dl -> n3 ¡0.7
Here the dummy node dl acts as the decision point for going to nodes n2 and n3 with probabilities
0.3 and 0.7. These probabilities could not have been specified from the fission node because of the
syntax that uses the keyword FISSION.
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5. Submodels and Invocations
Submodels provide a facility for macro definition of subnetworks. A submodel is a template for a
subnetwork which the user wishes to explicitly encapsulate (1) because this clarifies the model
structure, (2) because several such subnetworks (with parameterizable differences) appear in a
model, and/or (3) because this submodel is to be (may be) used in other models.
When one uses ("invokes") a submodel with a set of parameter values, then a set of queues and
nodes with the specified values and relationships is added to the network, just as the invocation of
an assembly language macro causes a set of instructions to be added to a program. It is important
for the user to think in terms of macros rather than procedures in properly rmderstanding sub
models and how they may be used.

asmauh

Figure 7.
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Network with Submodel Invocations

Many of the examples we have given are easily (and appropriately) restated using submodels. This
will be further illustrated in Section 10. Here we consider a simple model with two host systems.
Figure 7 shows the model level with two invocations of a computer system submodel. The
cloud-shaped icon is used in RESQME to represent a generic invocation of a submodel. The
specific submodel it invokes is specified, as we will show, in the attributes of that icon. User-created
icons can also be drawn to invoke specific submodels and to pictorially represent them. The details
contained in the submodel are shown in Figure 8 on page 27. The following example displays the
textual information related to the submodel.

SUBMODEL: cssm
NUMERIC PARAMETERS: pageframes floppytime disktime cputime
CHAIN PARAMETERS: chn
NUMERIC IDENTIFIERS: cpiocycles
CPIOCYCLES: 8
QUEUE: cpuq
TYPE: PS
CLASS LIST: cpu
WORK DEMANDS: cputime
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QUEUE; diskq
TYPE: FCFS
CLASS LIST: disk
WORK DEMANDS: disktime
QUEUE: floppyq
TYPE: FCFS
CLASS LIST: floppy
WORK DEMANDS: floppytime
QUEUE: memory
TYPE: PASSIVE
TOKENS: pageframes
DSPL; FCFS
ALLOCATE NODE LIST; getmemory
NUMBER OF TOKENS TO ALLOCATE: discrete(16,.25;32,.5;48,.25)
RELEASE NODE LIST: freememory
CHAIN: chn
TYPE: EXTERNAL
INPUT: getmemory
OUTPUT: freememory
: getmemory -> cpu ;1.0
: cpu -> disk ;.l
: cpu -> floppy ;.9
: disk -> freememory ;l/cpiocycles
: floppy -> freememory ;l/l/cpiocycles
: floppy -> cpu ;l-l/cpiocycles
: disk -> cpu ;l-l/cpiocycles
END OF SUBMODEL cssm
Notice that the dialogue very closely parallels the dialogue for an entire model.

ssfiivuli

Figure 8.
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Host Submodel

The submodel name, parameters and identifiers are defined in the submodel header. A submodel
is only part of a network. For a network including a submodel to be meaningful, there must be
at least one chain which is partially defined inside the submodel and partially defined outside the
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submodel. The chain parameter is necessary because the chain defined in the submodel will be
attached to a rbain at the model level. Here the four queue definitions are similar to the ones we
discussed in Sections 2 and 3. The service times are specified by the numeric parameters which are
^ven values when the submodel is invoked. The chain type is EXTERNAL because it will be
connected to a chain outside of the submodel. The chain type of a chain parameter is defined as
"ejctemal" because the usual type, open or closed, is not determined until the chain definition is
completed outside of the submodel. Be careful not to connect an external chain containing a source
or a sink to a closed chain at a higher level. An external chain has a primary input node and a pri
mary output node. In many situations, submodels can be used with minimal knowledge of the
contents of the submodel. To this end, it is possible to give exactly one node of each chain pa
rameter the synonym "input" and to give exactly one node of each chain parameter the synonym
"output." When the submodel is invoked, and the chain definition completed, these nodes may be
referred to by these synonyms instead of the names used within the submodel. As we will see later,
it is also possible for submodels to have any nurnber of entrances and exits. The routing is
straightforward, with an identifier being used for some branching probabilities.
The model header is displayed here because some of the symbolic names defined in the header will
be used in the invocations that follow.

MODEL: csmsub
METHOD: SIMULATION
NUMERIC PARAMETER: thinktime
NUMERIC PARAMETER: users
NUMERIC PARAMETER: pageframes
NUMERIC IDENTIFIER: floppytime disktime cputimel cputimeE
FLOPPYTIME: .22
DISKTIME: .019
CPUTIMEl: .05
CPUTIME2: .075
An invocation is a specific instance of a submodel with its own parameter values (and its own
nodes, queues and "global" variables which are defined locally within the submodel). The submodel
is invoked two times in this example, and the following shows the textual information for these
invocations.
INVOCATION: hostl
TYPE: cssm
PAGEFRAMES: pageframes
FLOPPYTIME: floppytime
DISKTIME: disktime
CPUTIME: cputimel
CRN: interact!V
INVOCATION: host2
TYPE: cssm
PAGEFRAMES: pageframes
FLOPPYTIME: floppytime
DISKTIME: disktime
CPUTIME: cputime2
CHN: interact!V
The INVOCATION: prompt requests a name for the invocation. This name will be needed later
for qualification of the names of elements of the submodel. The TYPE: prompt requests the name
of the submodel being invoked. After giving the submodel name, the remaining prompts of the
invocation are for the parameter values. For numeric and distribution parameters, the values given
must be expressions consisting of constants and previously defined identifiers (possibly including
model parameters). Each invocation is similar, the differences being in the values given for the
numeric parameters. The value given for a chain parameter will be the first appearance of that chain
name, unless it is a previously defined chain, has previously been used in another invocation or is
a chain array. The chain name is assigned to the submodel chain parameter. This will be the name
of the chain at the model level as shown below. Every invocation will require an invocation name,
submodel name (TYPE:), and submodel chain parameter.
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CHAIN: interactiv
TYPE; CLOSED
POPULATION: users
: terminals -> hostl.INPUT ;l.O/2.0
: terminals -> host2.INPUT ;1.0/2.0
: hostl.OUTPUT -> terminals ;1.0
: host2.OUTPUT -> terminals ;1.0
This is a closed chain with the numeric parameter users specified as the population. When it is
necessary to refer to elements of the invoked submodel, these names are qualified by the invocation
name in the form "invocation.element'’. Notice that in the above example the invocation names
are used to qualify the submodel input and output nodes. The input node is the node named
getmemory in the submodel, and the output node is the node named freememory. This corre
spondence is done automatically for you when you use the RESQME graphical interface. The in
vocation icon is shaped like a cloud. A user-created icon can be drawn to represent an invocation
of a specific submodel.
Submodels allow the modeler to define once how a subsystem is to operate and then to use that
definition, perhaps with different parameter values, many times in one model or in many models.
People can develop submodels and put them in libraries to be shared by other modelers. The other
modelers need only know the assumptions and meaning of the parameters to link together these
submodels to form their own model. This provides for reuse of pre-tested code for faster, more
accurate modeling.
Many more examples of using submodels will be presented in Section 10.
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6. Distributions of Queueing Time, Queue Length, and Tokens
Performance measures for the queueing time distribution, the queue length distribution, the tokens
in use distribution and the total number of tokens in the pool are gathered only for the queues and
nodes specifically requested for by the user. In order for the simulation to estimate a distribution,
it must reserve storage for each point on the distribution. All other performance measure are au
tomatically produced.
The queueing time distribution is a continuous distribution tvhich represents the probability that
the queueing time is less than or equal to a certain queueing time value. Rather than attempt to
guess which points of the distribution should be gathered for each queue and node and reserve a
large amount of storage for information that may not be of interest to the user, the simulation re
quires that the user specify which distributions are to be gathered and what points of the distrib
utions are to be considered. The follovring prompts reflect information requested for all types of
distributions.

QUEUES FOR QUEUEING TIME DIST: memoryq
VALUES: 12345678
QUEUES FOR QUEUE LENGTH 01 ST: memoryq
MAX VALUE: USers/2
QUEUES FOR TOKEN USE DIST:
MAX VALUE:
QUEUES FOR TOTAL TOKEN DIST:
MAX VALUE:
NODES FOR QUEUEING TIME DIST:
VALUES:
NODES FOR QUEUE LENGTH DIST:
MAX VALUE:
The first prompt is asking for a list of queue names for which the user wants the queueing time
distribution (qtd) and a list of values.
The queue length distribution (qld) gives the probability of having a queue length of each value
from zero up to some maximum value. The information related to token use (tud) and total
number of tokens in the pool (ttd) is similar to the queue length distribution, but for tokens rather
than number of jobs. The distribution of the total number of tokens is of interest only for passive
queues which have create or destroy nodes where the number of tokens can change.
The prompts related to nodes for qtd and qld are the same as the ones for queues, except the in
formation is gathered on a node basis.
Sample plots for the queueing time distribution and the queue length distribution are shown below
in Figure 9 on page 31 and Figure 10 on page 31.
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7. Confidence Interval Methods
We have previously referred to one of the most troublesome problems with simulation: We need
some indication of the accuracy of simulation estimates because of the statistical variability of simu
lation estimates. This statistical variability is due to the use of random number streams to drive the

simulation. Assuming numerical errors are small, there is no corresponding problem with numer
ical solution. For example, when we.obtained the mean response time estimate of 1.958 seconds
in Section 2 that was an exact value for the model. The difference between that value and the mean
response time of the modeled system is due to inaccuracies of the model and of parameter esti
mation, not to inaccuracy of solution. When we looked at the results of the simulation model in
Section 3, we had no idea of how accurate these estimates were for the results for the model, much
less the modeled system. Though we usually expect the inaccuracies of our models to be the
principal source of error in model estimates, it behooves us to attempt some estimate of the error
introduced by statistical variability.
The usual method of estimating variability of simulation results is to produce "confidence interval"
estimates: ^ven some point estimate p of a result and information related to the statistical vari
ability around p, we produce a confidence interval estimate around p (p —
-t- d) and estimate the
"true" value (for the model) is contained within the interval with some chosen probability, say 0.9.
This probability, expressed in percent, e.g., 90%, is known as the "confidence level." The quantity
6 depends on the confidence level; the higjier the confidence level is, the larger Ò is. We will use
the term "confidence mterval" to avoid the mouthful "confidence interval estimate," but it should
be remembered that the confidence intervals are only estimates. Note that the true value may he
outside of the confidence interval, but this happens only with a small probabihty (e.g., 1 - .9 = .1).
If a simulation is not run long enough, or if the performance measure considered is highly variable,
then 6 may be greater than p and p — 6 may be negative even though the performance measure
must be non-negative. Similarly, for performance measures known to be no greater than 1, e.g.,
utilizations, p and 6 may be such that p -t- d > 1.
RESQ provides three methods for confidence interval estimation. The methods are implemented
to be as transparent to the user as is practical, i.e., to minimize user decision making and to mini
mize required user understanding of the statistical bases of the methods. No one method is best for
all apphcations.
•
The method of independent replications is the preferred method for estimation of transient
characteristics. Independent replications may be applied to estimation of equilibrium charac
teristics, but one of the following two methods may be preferable for estimating equilibrium
characteristics.
•
The regenerative method is the preferred method for estimation of equilibrium behavior in
models with regenerative characteristics. Some models constructed with RESQ will have re
generative characteristics, but many other models will not.
•
The spectral method is the preferred method for estimation of equilibrium behavior in models
without regenerative characteristics. The regenerative method requires more user sophisti
cation than the spectral method in that the user must be able to define "regeneration states."
Definition of a model to use the spectral method is no more difficult than definition of a model
to be simulated without confidence intervals.
The regenerative method and the spectral method allow automated run length control based on
achieving confidence intervals of a prespecified width. All three methods are discussed from a sta
tistical point of view in Chapter 6 of Lavenberg 1983. Other references in the Bibliography discuss
the statistical aspects of the regenerative method and the spectral method in more detail.

7.1. Independent Replications
A classical method for obtaining confidence intervals is the method of independent replications.
With independent replications we repeat the simulation run several times with everything except the
random number stream reset to the original initial state for each replication after the first. By a state
of the model we mean the location of jobs at specified nodes, e.g., all jobs at the terminals. The
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random number streams for the second replication begin where the streams for the first replication
ended, the streams for the third replication begin where the streams for the second replication
ended, etc..
The dialogue for specifying independent replications for the model in Figure 2 on page 3 is shown
below.

CONFIDENCE INTERVAL METHOD: REPLICATIONS
INITIAL STATE DEFINITIONCHAIN: interactiv
NODE LIST: terminals
INIT POP: users
CONFIDENCE LEVEL: 90
NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS: 5
INITIAL PORTION DISCARDED: 10
REPLIC LIMITSSIMULATED TIME:
EVENTS: 10000
QUEUES FOR DEPARTURE COUNTS:
DEPARTURES:
NODES FOR DEPARTURE COUNTS:
DEPARTURES:
LIMIT - CP SECONDS: 1500
SEED:
The confidence interval method is specified as REPLICATIONS by selecting it from the list of
available methods. The initialization state definition uses the numeric parameter users for placing
all the jobs at the terminals. The confidence level is 90(%). This will be used to calculate the
confidence interval widths. We want to make five independent replications and discard 10(%) of
the beginning of each replication. Then there is a section to specify how each replication will end.
We chose to end each replication after 10,000 events. The other limits that could be specified are
the internal clock (simulated) time and queue and node departure counts. When multiple condi
tions are specified, the first one detected would end the repHcation. We specify an overall cpu limit
and use the default seed to start the random number streams. The CP SECONDS limit is the total
for all replications.
It is often advisable to discard results from the initial transient phase of a replication or run. Results
from the remainder of the run are, presumably, more representative of the equilibrium behavior to
be studied if the effects of the initial system state can be masked. For a formal discussion, see
Chapter 6 of Lavenberg 1983. The expression for the INITIAL PORTION DISCARDED: gives
the fraction, in percent, of each replication or run that ivill be discarded. This fraction applies only
to the limits in the REPLIC LIMITS and not to the CP SECONDS limit. For each limit of the
section, a temporary limit is established by multiplying the given limit by the fraction. Once one
of these temporary limits is reached, the variables used to accumulate performance measures are
reset, the orinal limits are put in effect, and the replication or run continues.
Usually we are interested in equilibrium behavior of the modeled system. In this case we wish to
have the replications long so the effects of our choice of initial state will not be noticeable. IVe
prefer a few longer replications to many shorter replications. Usually we choose the number of
replications to be between 5 and 10. The only significant exception is when we want the repli
cations short because we want to notice the effects of our choice of initial state, i.e., we are inter
ested in transient behavior rather than equilibrium behavior. In that case it may be quite reasonable
to have many (20 or more) replications.

7.2. Regenerative Method and Spectral Method
For most models of computer systems and communication networks, the method of independent
replications is the only method of the three described here that tvill be used. The following two
methods have disadvantages that normally limit their use. The major problems which limit the use
of these methods is finding a regeneration state for the regenerative method and the small number
of performance measures for which confidence intervals are produced by the spectral method.
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7.2.1. Regenerative Method
The regenerative method can only be used to estimate confidence intervals for models that reach
equilibrium. The main problem with the regenerative method is. that we must select a regeneration
state that has the properties that
•

The model periodically returns to the regeneration state. The periods between occurrences of
the regeneration state are called "cycles."

•

When the model enters the regeneration state, the future behavior of the model depends only
on the regeneration state, i.e., it is independent of the behavior that led to the entrance of that
state. Another way of saying this is that there are random times at which the model probabi
listically starts over again.

However, the regenerative method does have advantages over the method of independent repli
cations. It operates on a single (long) run of the simulation instead of multiple (shorter) runs, and
we do not need to be concerned about the effects of the choice of the initial state. Because of the
single run, the regenerative method is normally more efficient in the amount of cpu time that is
necessary to run the model. If we start the simulation in the regeneration state, the first regeneration
cycle is statistically identical to every other cycle, so there is no need to discard any data from the
run. This method lets us use a sequential stopping rule to automatically detect when a specified
level of accuracy has been obtained. Using the stopping rule, the simulation run length is defined
in terms of desired confidence interval widths. The simulation runs for a number of regeneration
cycles and then coiffidence intervals are obtained. If the intervals' do not meet the width criteria,
the simulation continues for more cycles. Then new estimates are made and a new decision to
terminate or continue is reached. This continues until the criteria are satisfied or the CPU limit is
reached. The groups of regeneration cycles will be referred to as "sampling periods."
The principal practical consideration is that we would like the regeneration state to occm frequently
during a simulation of reasonable length. By "frequently" we mean that there be at least some
minimum number of cycles (say 20) during the simulation. If we do not have this property then
we cannot reasonably use the regenerative method. This is what limits its use in computer and
communication models. It is often very difficult to find a regeneration state.
We would also like the regeneration state to be one that is easily detected by the simulation pro
gram. For this reason, RESQ only allows regeneration states which are specified by the number
of jobs at each node with the understanding that additional characteristics of the states are specified
implicitly. These implicitly specified characteristics are (1) Where arrival and service time distrib
utions are specified by the method of exponential stages (see Appendix 3 of the Reference Manual)
any arrival and service times in progress are in the first stage in the regeneration state. (2) At active
queues where different orderings of the jobs in the queue are important (e.g., FCFS queueing dis
cipline) the ordering of jobs of different classes is the same as at the first occurrence of the required
number of jobs at all nodes. (3) At passive queues the ordering of jobs of different allocate nodes
and different numbers of tokens requested is the same as at the first occurrence of the required
numbers of jobs at each node. (4) Chain variables of open chains have the value one. In addition
to these checks, the simulation program issues warning conditions when an apparently correctly
defined regeneration state is not actually a regeneration state.
For further discussion of the regenerative method in general, see Chapter 4 of Kobayashi 1978,
Chapter 6 of Lavenberg 1982, and Chapter 7 of Sauer and Chandy 1981.
The following is a possible dialogue for using the regenerative method. We will not discuss all the
various possible ways of using this method. The interested reader can find further details in the
Reference Manual.
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CONFIDENCE INTERVAL METHOD: REGENERATIVE
REGENERATIVE STATE DEFINITIONCHAIN: memoryq
NODE LIST: terminals
REGEN POP: users
INIT POP: users
CONFIDENCE LEVEL: 90
SEQUENTIAL STOPPING RULE: YES
QUEUES TO BE CHECKED: memoryq
MEASURES: qt
ALLOWED WIDTHS: 10
EXTRA SAMPLING PERIODS:
SAMPLING PERIOD GUIOELINESSIMULATED TIME:
CYCLES:
EVENTS: 5000
QUEUES FOR DEPARTURE COUNTS:
DEPARTURES:
NODES FOR DEPARTURE COUNTS:
DEPARTURES:
LIMIT - CP SECONDS: 1500
SEED:
The regeneration state definition includes the initial state definition. Here we put all of the jobs at
the terminals and look for this state as the regeneration state. Using the sequential stopping rule,
the simulation program will check the confidence interval for the mean queueing time at the
memoryq queue and stop when it is less than or equal to 10% wide. Extra sampling periods force
the simulation to run longer and make sure that the accuracy criteria are satisfied multiple times.
The sampling period guidelines specify how frequently the simulation program should check
whether to stop. Here we check after every 5000 events.
7.2.2. Spectral Method

The spectral method can be used for models that reach equilibrium, but do not regenerate a suffi
cient number of times. Most methods in classical statistics for estimating confidence intervals de
pend on having data that are "independent and identically distributed." The method of independent
replications acMeves this "i.i.d." property ’by repeating the simulation with different random num
bers. The regenerative method depends on being able to observe the i.i.d. property for the data in
each regeneration cycle. The spectral method does not depend on the i.i.d. property. Rather, it
explicitly takes into consideration the correlation between data items in the simulation, e.g., the
dependencies between successive queueing times for a given queue. This is done without user
awareness, other than the calculation of confidence intervals, so the dialogue for simulation using
the spectral method is essentially the same as simulation without confidence intervals. A sequential
stopping rule is available with the spectral method, but it is a slightly different rule than the one
used with the regenerative method. A significant advantage of the spectral method over independ
ent replications is that we can make a single (long) run instead of multiple (shorter) runs, and thus
we need not be as concerned about the effects of the choice of initial state. A disadvantage of the
way the spectral method is implemented in RESQ is that confidence intervals are only produced
for the mean queueing time (QT) and the points on the queueing time distribution (QTD).
The following illustrates a possible dialogue for use with the spectral method.
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CONFIDENCE INTERVAL METHOD: SPECTRAL
INITIAL STATE DEFINITIONCHAIN: interactiv
NODE LIST: terminals
INIT POP: users
CONFIDENCE LEVEL: 90
SEQUENTIAL STOPPING RULE: YES
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL QUEUES: memoryq
MEASURES: qt
ALLOWED WIDTHS: 10
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL NODES:
MEASURES:
ALLOWED WIDTHS:
EXTRA SAMPLING PERIODS:
INITIAL PORTION DISCARDED: 10
INITIAL PERIOD LIMITSSIMULATED TIME:
EVENTS: 5000
QUEUES FOR DEPARTURE COUNTS:
DEPARTURES:
NODES FOR DEPARTURE COUNTS:
DEPARTURES:
LIMIT - CP SECONDS: 1500
The initial state definition is exactly the same as with confidence interval method NONE. The se
quential stopping rule is checking the accuracy of the confidence interval for the mean queueing
time at the memoryq queue. We are discarding 10% of the initial period which has a length of 5000
events.
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8. Trace and Animation
Trace is mainly used for model debugging and when used with animation, as a commiinication
device. The trace provides detailed textual information related to events that are occurring while
the simulation is running. Animation provides a moving picture of jobs and tokens flowing in the
model Hiagram The trace provides the necessary input to produce animation. Animation is useful
in model debugging and also to communicate the model logic to others. Animation enhances the
understanding of model interactions and the impact of changes. It therefore can serve as a central
visual reference for a team of personnel working on a project.
The trace can be started and stopped at various times specified by the user and comes in five for- mats: job movement, queues, event handling, event list, snapshots. The following dialogue shows
how to specify when the trace starts, when the trace stops, and the type of trace required.

TRACE: YES
INITIALLY ON: YES
TURN TRACE ONSIMULATED TIME:
CYCLES:
EVENTS: 0
QUEUES FOR DEPARTURE COUNTS:
DEPARTURES:
NODES FOR DEPARTURE COUNTS:
DEPARTURES:
TURN TRACE OFFSIMULATED TIME:
CYCLES:
EVENTS: 500
QUEUES FOR DEPARTURE COUNTS:
DEPARTURES:
NODES FOR DEPARTURE COUNTS:
DEPARTURES:
JOB MOVEMENT: YES
QUEUES: no
EVENT HANDLING: NO
EVENT LIST: NO
SNAPSHOTS: NO
In this example, we initially have the trace on and start it at event 0, which is the beginning of the
simulation. We turn the trace off after 500 events. The following shows an example of job
movement in a textual trace file.
ARRIVE -- JOB
12 DEPARTURE
1 FROM TERMINALS(CLASS)
1
CURRENT TIME: 1.7631795E+000 NUMBER OF EVENTS:
POPULATION: 15 JOBS, 0 JOB COPIES
DESTINATION, CONDITION:
ALLOCMEM(ALLOCATE), 0,992826 < 1.000000
The simulation routine ARRIVE shows that job number 12 (every RESQ job has a umque job
number) is the first departure from the class with node name terminals. This departure occurs at
timp. 1.763 time units and is the first event in this run. There are a total of 15 jobs in the model
and no job copies. (A copy of a job is made by RESQ when a job is allocated tokens in order to
keep track of the performance measures related to the passive queue.) The destination of job 12
is the allocate node named allocmem. The routing condition in the model is to take this branch
with a probability of one, but RESQ still generates a random number (0.992826) to compare
against the specified probability. The foUoiving shows some more job movement trace. After going
through an allocate node, we can see how many tokens a job is holding.
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ARRIVE -- JOB
12 DEPARTURE
0 FROM ALLOCMEM(ALLOCATE)
CURRENT TIME: 1.7631795E+000 NUMBER OF EVENTS:
1
POPULATION: 15 JOBS, 1 JOB COPIES
TOKENS HELD:
1 AT ALLOCMEM
DESTINATION, CONDITION:
SETJOBTYPE(SET), 0.034472 < 1.000000
EXPRT — = SUBI JV JOBTYPE DISCRETE ; , 1 1.0O0E-001 ; , 2 9.000E-001 EOX
The line which begins with EXPRT -- is a reverse Polish notation of the assignment statement to
be evaluated at the set node. In the model this assignment statement looks like:
SET NODE: setjobtype
ASSIGNMENT LIST: jv(jobtype)=discrete(l,.1;2,.9)
The following trace segment shows a different type of node that the job is going to and that one
of the job variables is different from zero.
ARRIVE - JOB
12 DEPARTURE
1 FROM SETJOBTYPE(SET)
CURRENT TIME: 1.7631795E+000 NUMBER OF EVENTS:
1
POPULATION: 15 JOBS, 0 JOB COPIES
JV'S-’=0:
0: 2.000E+000
DESTINATION, CONDITION:
CPU(CLASS), 0.434226 < 1.000000
If we turn on the queue trace we get the following type of information. The routine ALLCTE
shows job number 12 at allocate node allocmem which belongs to passive queue memoryq re
questing one token. Then routine PQTRAC shows the number of tokens requested and held by
job 12, along with the number of tokens in the passive queue pool and the number of tokens
available for allocation. Then job 12 goes to the cpu class at active queue cpuq and requests 0.2773
time units of service. The AQTRAC routine gives information about the jobs waiting and in ser
vice and about the servers. The COMPLT routine reports when a job completes service. After a
while, routine RELEAS shows that job 12 releases the tokens it is holding.
ALLCTE -- JOB
12 AT NODE ALLOCMEM QUEUE MEMORYQ TOKEN REQUEST
1
PQTRAC JOB NODE
PRTY TOKNS HELD?
Q_PTR
12 ALLOCMEM
-1
1
1
PQTRAC -- MEMORYQ TOKENS:
4 TOKENS AVAILBLE:
3
SERARR - JOB
12 AT CLASS CPU QUEUE CPUQ SERVICE REQUEST 2.773E-01
AQTRAC TIME
JOB NODE
SERV PREEM PRTY DSTG
Q_PTR
2.773E-01
12 CPU
10-11
AQTRAC -- CPUQ SERVERS:
1 SERVERS AVAILBLE:
0
COMPLT -- JOB
12 AT CLASS CPU QUEUE CPUQ
RELEAS - JOB
12 AT NODE RELSEMEM QUEUE MEMORYQ
Event handling trace gives us information related to the handling of every event. The following two
lines illustrate event handling information related to activity at an active and passive queue.
SMULAT - NO. EVENTS
6 TIME 4.5187236E+00(SERVER) JOB
12 QUEUE lOlQ
SMULAT - NO. EVENTS
6 TIME 4.5187236E+00(PRTYPQ) QUEUE MEMORYQ
If we turn on the event list trace we see information pertaining to all pending events. For each event
we have the type of event, the job number, the node or queue that the job is at, and whether the
event has just been added to the event Hst.
ADEVNT -- T (TYPE) 0:SERVER,1:PSEUDO,2;SOURCE,3:PRTYPQ; J (JOB) ; nIq (NODEIqUEUE);
(* => EVENT JUST ADDED)
T J nIq
* t j nIq
* ...
0 12 TERMINALSQ
0 8 TERMINALSQ
0
2 TERMINALSQ 0 5 TERMINALSQ
1.7631807327271E+00 3.4429693222046E+00 3.6118545532227E+00 6.4211244583130E+00
0 14 TERMINALSQ
0 10 TERMINALSQ
0
9 TERMINALSQ 0 7 TERMINALSQ
7.2373218536377E+00 8.0025444030762E+00 9.9320631027222E+00 1.7208862304688E+01
0 13 TERMINALSQ
0 4 TERMINALSQ
0 15TERMINALSQ * 0 1 TERMINALSQ
1.8178161621094E+01 1.8462860107422E+01 2.0273315429688E+01 2.0694839477539E+01
0 11 TERMINALSQ
0 3 TERMINALSQ
0
6 TERMINALSQ
4,8286651611328E+01 6.4015045166016E+01 1.0617042541504E+02
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The snapshot trace gives us the queue length and the number of departures at every queue and node
in the model.

4 DEPARTURES
QUEUE MEMORYQ LENGTH
SNPSHT
1 DEPARTURES
6
QUEUE CPUQ LENGTH
SNPSHT
1
QUEUE lOiq LENGTH
2 DEPARTURES
SNPSHT
QUEUE I02Q LENGTH
0 DEPARTURES
3
SNPSHT
11 DEPARTURES
7
QUEUE TERMINALSQ LENGTH
SNPSHT
6
SNPSHT
CLASS CPU LENGTH
1 DEPARTURES
CLASS 101 LENGTH
2 DEPARTURES
1
SNPSHT
3
CLASS 102 LENGTH
0 DEPARTURES
SNPSHT
CLASS TERMINALS LENGTH
11 DEPARTURES
7
SNPSHT
4 DEPARTURES
3
ALLOCATEALLOCMEM LENGTH
SNPSHT
'SNPSHT
■ 3
RELEASE RELSEMEM DEPARTURES
SET
SETJOBTYPE
DEPARTURES
7
SNPSHT
As you can imagine if you had to pour through thousands of lines of trace output, animation of
the simulation provides a powerful tool for visualizing massive amounts of data, thus reducing the
modeler's need to translate from the syntax and semantics of the computer software to that of the
real-world system. Models may be more easily debugged due to the modeler's enhanced ability to
visually trace the movement of jobs and resource allocation in the model. By observing the evo
lution of the system, the modeler may also obtain a qualitative understanding of complex phe
nomena, which then complements the quantitative performance results provided by RESQME.
'The ability to observe the evolution of the system also offers the possibility of observing and dis
covering, "in the lab," phenomena which otherwise would have been "washed out" in the average,
steady-state statistics. Finally, animation provides an enhanced ability to commuiucate the model
design and the model results to others.
Some of the basic capabilities provided by the RESQME animation facility include:
•

the animation of job and token movement in a hierarchical model.

•

the ability to modify animation variables, such as speed, color and size of the animated objects
or use of event versus linear time.

•

the ability to interrupt the animation to modify the model diagram display (move, pan, zoom,
layer) or to change animation options.

•

selective animation of subsets of nodes, queues, or chains.

•

the ability to trace an individual job as it moves through the model and its submodels.

•

the abüity to (re)start an animation at any point, step through the simulation based on
checkpoints, and to stop an animation at breakpoints.

Animation provides a moving picture on the model diagram of some of the information given in
the job movement and snapshot trace. As the jobs and tokens move, the queue length and token
availability at the nodes and queues are updated and displayed textually and graphically. We can
observe jobs moving from one node to another, and tokens being allocated, created, released and
destroyed. Elements display the simulation time and event count and identify the job currently
being moved.
Animation is implemented in an after-the-fact manner by creating a trace file, containing a partial
event history of departure and arrival events. This file is created during the execution of the simu
lation. The iimermost Toop" of the animation component of RESQME simply takes an event
(such as, the departure of a job from one node in the model and its subsequent arrival at another
node) from the trace file and animates that event on the graphical network. As a result, a ^ven
simulation can be animated numerous times without actually re-simulating a model. An advantage
of this approach is that the simulation can be replayed witft the same timing and sequencing of
events. Furthermore, portions of the simulation can be skipped over, while others can be examined
in slow motion. A disadvantage is that the modeler caimot interact directly with an on-going sim
ulation via the animation facility.
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When setting up the model for simulation, all that needs to be added to get animation is to ask that
a trace file be created. To do this, the modeler selects the trace menu item and specifies in the
pop-up window the period of simulated activity for which animation is desired. This period can
be specified in terms of starting and stopping simulation time or events.
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Time

Anim Options
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Current

Return

Breakpoint

Help

Snapshot Trace

Figure 11.
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Job Id
0

Initial Animation Display

During the simulation of the model, the trace file is created and when the simulation run is com
pleted, the trace file can be played back. The modeler selects the animation menu item in the
output analysis task to enter the animation facility. In order to be able to skip forward and back
ward in the animation a checkpoint file is created that contains snapshots of the system stetes. A
pointer file is also produced that links the snapshots to the appropriate record in the trace file. This
method provides an efficient and flexible way of processing what is typically a larp trace file. We
can then quickly restore the state using the snapshot information in the checkpoint file, and then
through the use of the pointer file, we can begin animating events imtil the desired simulation time
has been reached.
Figure 11 shows the resulting RESQME screen layout when the animation facility is entered.
Consistent with other tasks in RESQME, the model diagram is displayed m the main modeling area
with the screen management menu on the right border. The model diagram has the initial queue
lengths and token pool values displayed above the appropriate nodes, and the nodes are also shaded
to reflect their initial queue lengths. As the animation proceeds, balls representing jobs move along
the routing lines adjusting the queue lengths at the nodes they reach, and rectangles representing
tokens move along the dotted token lines adjusting the passive queue numbers.
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The screen management menu can be used throughout all tasks in RESQME to modify the view
of the model by zooming, panning, centering on a node, or layering to a submodel view. Its
functions are made available within the animation facility as well, since RESQME determines the
job and token movements from the endpoint node names of each traversed arc and not from its
graphical position. This late binding allows the modeler to change the positions of the nodes and
arcs during animation, and RESQME will animate the jobs and tokens along the revised paths.
For further details of using the animation facility, see the RESQME OS/2 Guide.
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9. Performance Measures
While the trace and animation provide detailed information about the transient behavior of the
model, the performance measures provide long run information averaged over the entire run. Per
formance measures are normally much more useful in understanding the behavior of the system.
The following provides a list of performance measure codes, their associated names, and a brief
explanation of each.
•
UT - utilization. The utilization is the fraction of time that a server is busy or a token is in
•

use.
TP - throughput. The throughput is the completion rate or the number of departures per unit

•

time.
QL - mean queue length. The mean queue length is the average number of jobs waiting and
in service at a service station or the average number of jobs waiting or holding tokens at a
passive queue.
SDQL - standard deviation of queue length. The standard deviation of queue length is a
measure of variability of the queue length.
QLD - queue length distribution. For each occurring queue length up to a specified maximum
value, the queue length distribution gives the probability of the correponding queue length.

•
•
•

QT - mean queueing time. The mean queueing time is the average time waiting and in service
at a service station or the average time waiting and holding tokens at a passive queue.

•

SDQT - standard deviation of queueing time. The standard deviation of queueing time is a
measure of variability of the queueing time.
QTD - queueing time distribution. For a list of values specified by the user, the queueing time
distribution ^ves the probability that the queueing time is less than or equal to each value.

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

TU - mean tokens in use. The mean tokens in use is the average number of tokens of a passive
queue that are allocated to jobs.
TUD - distribution of tokens in use. For each occurring number of tokens in use up to a
specified maximum value, the distribution of tokens in use gives the probability of the
correponding number of tokens in use.
TT - mean total tokens in pool. This is the same as the initial number of tokens in the pool
unless tokens are created or destroyed. When tokens are created or destroyed, the mean total
tokens in pool represents the average number of tokens in the pool over the entire run.
TTD - distribution of tokens in pool. For each possible number of tokens in the pool up to
a specified maximum value, the distribution of tokens in pool gives the probability of the
correponding number of tokens in the pool.
MXQL - Tna-idrmim queue length. The maximum queue length is the largest value of the
queue length observed during the run.
MXQT - mavlTniim queueing time. The maximum queueing time is the largest value of the
queueing time observed during the run.
ND - number of departures. The number of departures is the number of job completions as
sociated with a node or queue. Note that for allocate nodes, a departure does not occur until
the allocated tokens are released or destroyed.
PO - open r>iam population. The open chain population is the average number of jobs in an
open chain during the length of the run.
RTM - open rbain response time. The open cham response time is the average amount of
time for a job to go from a source to the SINK.
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•

ST - mean service time. The mean service time is the average service time observed at a service
center during the run. If this value is significantly different from the mean of the distribution
specified in the model, the model was probably not run long enough.
•
LNG - final queue lengths. The final queue lengths are the number of jobs remaining at each
node and queue when the simulation stops.
•
JV - final job variable values. The final job variable values are the values of the job variables
for the jobs remaining in the model when the simulation stops.
•
CV - final chain variable values. The final chain variable values are the values of the chain
variables when the simulation stops.
•
GV - final global variable values. The final global variable values are the values of the global
variables when the simulation stops.
See the Reference Manual for more information about these performance measures.
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10. Some Computer and Communication Related Submodels
In this section we will describe several submodels which could be useful in modeling computer
systems and communication networks. The purpose is not to develop a comprehensive set of
submodels, but rather to give some examples that users can build on and extend. Each subsection
WÜ1 include a description of the submodel, parameters, variables, intialization state if necessary, a
submodel listing and diagram, and an example use in a simple model. In the sample model, an
INCLUDE: statement identifies the place where the submodel is defined.

10.1. Batch Service - BA TCHPRO
10.1.1. Description

The following submodel is for batching jobs in a manufacturing system, but this type of batching
also occurs in computer systems and communication networks. This submodel is based on one
received from Hans Fromm, IBM German Manufacturing Technology Center, Sindelfingen. It
performs batch service, given maximum and minimum batch sizes and a processing time distrib
ution. Three assumptions are: (1) Serves only a single type of process. Multiple processes with
different batch sizes and different process time distributions are not handled. (2) There are no setup
times and no failures. (3) This submodel represents a single tool and must be invoked multiple
times for different tools.
10.1.2. Numeric Parameters

•
•

BATCHMAX, the maximum batch size.
BATCHMIN, the minimum batch size.

10.1.3. Distribution Parameters

•

PROCESSTIME, the processing time distribution for each batch.

10.1.4. Chain Parameters

•

CH, the chain paramter to attach to a chain at a higher level.

10.1.5. Global Variables

•

BATCHTIME, the processing time for the next batch.

10.1.6. Submodel Listing and Diagram

SUBMODEL: batchpro
NUMERIC PARAMETERS: batchmax batchmin
DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS: processtim
CHAIN PARAMETERS; ch
GLOBAL VARIABLES: batchtime
batchtime: 0
QUEUE: processq
TYPE: ACTIVE
SERVERS; batchmax
DSPL: FCFS
CLASS LIST: process
WORK DEMANDS: constant(batchtime)
SERVERRATES: 1
ACCEPTS: all
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QUEUE: cycletimeq
TYPE:.PASSIVE
TOKENS: 999999
DSPL: FCFS
ALLOCATE NODE LIST: cyclestart
NUMBER OF TOKENS TO ALLOCATE: 1
RELEASE NODE LIST: cycleend
QUEUE: batchpq
TYPE: PASSIVE
TOKENS: 0
DSPL: FCFS
ALLOCATE NODE LIST: batchwait
NUMBER OF TOKENS TO ALLOCATE: 1
DESTROY NODE LIST: desbatch
CREATE NODE LIST: startbatcl
NUMBER OF TOKENS TO CREATE: min(ql(batchwait)+l,batchmax)
CREATE NODE LIST: startbatc2
NUMBER OF TOKENS TO CREATE: min(q1(batchwait).batchmax)
SET NODE: settime
ASSIGNMENT LIST: batchtime=processtim

CHAIN: ch
TYPE: EXTERNAL
INPUT: cyclestart
OUTPUT: cycleend
: cyclestart -> batchwait ; ++
if(ql(process)>0 or ql(batchwait)<batchmin-l)
: cyclestart -> startbatcl j ++
if(ql(process)=0 and ql(batchwait)>=batchmin-l)
: startbatcl -> batchwait ;1.0
: batchwait -> desbatch ;1.0
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: desbatch -> process ; ++
if(ql(process)>0)
: desbatch -> settime ; ++
if(q1(process)=0)
: settime -> process ;1.0
: process -> cycleend ; ++
if(ql(process)>0 or q1(batchwait)<batchmin)
: process -> startbatc2 ; ++
if(ql(process)=0 and ql(batchwait)>=batchmin)
: startbatcZ -> cycleend ;1.0
END OF SUBMODEL batchpro
10.1.7. Model Which Invokes BATCHPRO

MODEL: resq bl
METHOD: SIMULATION
NUMERIC PARAMETERS: iat batchmax batchmin
DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS: bakest
INCLUDE: batchpro
INVOCATION: bake
TYPE: batchpro
batchmax: batchmax
batchmin: batchmin
processtim: bakest
ch: ch
CHAIN: ch
TYPE: OPEN
SOURCE LIST: src
ARRIVAL TIMES: iat
: src -> bake.INPUT ;1.0
: bake.OUTPUT -> SINK ;1.0
QUEUES FOR QUEUEING TIME DIST: bake.cycletimeq
VALUES: I 1.5 2 2.5
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL METHOD: REGENERATIVE
REGENERATIVE STATE DEFINITIONCONFIDENCE LEVEL: 90
SEQUENTIAL STOPPING RULE: NO
RUN GUIDELINESEVENTS: 20000
LIMIT - CP SECONDS: 100
TRACE: NO
END

10.2. Bulk Arrivals - BULKARR
10.2.1. Description

Produces bulk arrivals which allow several jobs to arrive at the same simulated time. The mraber
of jobs to arrive will be an integer between some minimum number of jobs and some maximum
number of jobs, with each integer being equally likely.
10.2.2. Numeric Parameters

•
•

MAXJOBS - maximum number of jobs which arrive at one time.
MINJOBS - minimum number of jobs which amve at one time.
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10.2.3. Chain Parameters

•

CH - chain parameter to be assigned to chain at higher level.

10.2.4. Global Variables

•

NUMJOBS - the number of jobs generated by an arrival.

10.2.5. Submodel Listing and Diagram

SUBMODEL: bul karr
NUMERIC PARAMETERS; maxjobs minjobs
/* maxjobs - maximum number of jobs which arrive at 1 time */
/* minjobs - minimum number of jobs which arrive at 1 time */
CHAIN PARAMETERS: ch
/* ch - chain parameter assigned to chain at higher level */
GLOBAL VARIABLES: numjobs
NUMJOBS; 0
/* numjobs - the number of jobs generated by an arrival */
SET NODE: setcount
ASSIGNMENT LIST; numjobs=ceil(uniform(minjobs-l,maxjobs,!))
/* The number of jobs to arrive will be an integer between
minjobs and maxjobs, with each value being equally likely */
SET NODE: deccount
ASSIGNMENT LIST: numjobs=numjobs-l
SPLIT NODE: spi
DUMMY NODE: dout

Bubmodal

bulkmol

Figure 13.

io roprooont

bul burr

BULKARR submodel
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bulk «rrivulo

CHAIN: ch
TYPE: EXTERNAL
INPUT: setcount
OUTPUT: dout
: setcount -> spi ¡if(numjobs>l)
: spi -> deccount ¡SPLIT
: spi -> dout ¡SPLIT
: setcount -> dout ¡if(numjobs=l)
: deccount -> dout ¡if(numjobs=l)
: deccount -> spi ¡if(numjobs>l)
END OF SUBMODEL bul karr
10.2.6. Model Which Invokes BULKARR

MODEL: bulkmai
METHOD: SIMULATION
NUMERIC PARAMETERS: iat
NUMERIC PARAMETERS: st
NUMERIC PARAMETERS: maxjobs
NUMERIC PARAMETERS: minjobs
QUEUE: ql
TYPE: IS
CLASS LIST: cl
WORK DEMANDS: st
INCLUDE: bul karr
INVOCATION: bulkinv
TYPE: bul karr
MAXJOBS: maxjobs
MINJOBS: minjobs
CH: ch
CHAIN: ch
TYPE: OPEN
SOURCE LIST: src
ARRIVAL TIMES: iat
: src -> bulkinv.INPUT ¡1.0
: bulkinv.OUTPUT -> cl ¡1.0
: cl -> SINK ¡1.0
C0NFIDENCE INTERVAL METH0D: REGENERATIVE
REGENERATIVE STATE DEFINITIONCONFIDENCE LEVEL: 90
SEQUENTIAL STOPPING RULE: NO
RUN GUIDELINESEVENTS: 20000
LIMIT - CP SECONDS: 10
TRACE: NO
END

10.3. Conditional Arrivals - CARRSUB
10.3.1. Description

Submodel to represent conditional arrivals based on state-dependence.
10.3.2. Numeric Parameters

•

LVL - level at which arrivals are turned off.

10.3.3. Node Parameters

•

Cl - name of node at which to check QL.

10.3.4. Chain Parameters

•

CH - chain parameter of open chain where arrival time is varied.

10.3.5. Chain Variables

•

CV(0) - used to vary arrival rate.

10.3.6. Initial State

One job must be initialized at "invocation name'.waitbelow.
10.3.7. Submodel listing and Diagram

SUBMODEL: carrsub
NUMERIC PARAMETERS: Ivl
/* Level at which arrivals are turned off. */
NODE PARAMETERS: cl
/* Name of node at which to check QL. */
CHAIN PARAMETERS: ch
/* Open chain where arrival time is varied. */
SET NODE: setoff
ASSIGNMENT LIST: cv(0)=0.000001 /* effectively O arrivals */
SET NODE: seton.
ASSIGNMENT LIST: cv(0)=1.0 /* original rate */
WAIT NODE: waitbelow,
PREDICATE LIST: until(ql(cl)>=lvl)
WAIT NODE: waitabove
PREDICATE LIST: unti 1(ql(cl)<lvl)
DUMMY' NODE: dl /* needed because an external chain requires */
/* an input and output node. */
CHAIN: ch
TYPE: EXTERNAL
INPUT: dl
OUTPUT: dl
: waitbelow -> setoff ;1.0
: setoff -> waitabove ;1.0
: waitabove -> seton ;1.0
: seton -> waitbelow ;1.0
END OF SUBMODEL carrsub
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10.3.8. Model Which Invokes CARRSUB

MODEL: conarrS
METHOD: SIMULATION
NUMERIC PARAMETERS: Ivi
QUEUE: ql
TYPE: FCFS
CLASS LIST: cl
WORK DEMANDS: .8
INCLUDE: carrsub
INVOCATION: statedep
TYPE: carrsub
LVL: Ivi
Cl: cl
CH: ch
CHAIN: ch
TYPE: OPEN
SOURCE LIST: s
ARRIVAL TIMES: 1
: s -> cl ;1.0
: cl -> SINK ;1.0
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL METHOD: NONE
INITIAL STATE DEFINITIONCHAIN: ch
NODE LIST: statedep.waitbelow
INIT POP: 1
RUN LIMITSEVENTS: 20000
LIMIT - CP SECONDS: 10
TRACE: NO
END
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seton

10.4. Failures - FAILl
10.4.1. Description

Represents failures by a separate job and a PRTYPR queue.
10.4.2. Distribution Parameters

•
•
•

PROCTIME - process time distribution when tool is up.
UPTIME - distribution of uptime.
DOWNTIME - distribution of downtime.

10.4.3. Chain Parameters

•

CH - chain parameter to be assigned to chain at higher level.

10.4.4. Initial State

One job must be initialized in the chain which contains node "invocation name".UP.
10.4.5. Submodel Listing and Diagram

SUBMODEL: fai 11
DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS: proctime uptime downtime
/* proctime - process time distribution when tool is up. */
/* uptime - distribution of uptime. */
/* downtime - distribution of downtime. */
CHAIN PARAMETERS: ch
/* ch - chain parameter assigned to chain at higher level */
QUEUE: upq
TYPE; FCFS
CLASS LIST: up
WORK DEMANDS: uptime
QUEUE: processq
TYPE: PRTYPR
PREEMPT DI ST: 1
CLASS LIST: process
WORK DEMANDS: proctime
PRIORITIES: 2
CLASS LIST: down
WORK DEMANDS: downtime
PRIORITIES: 1
CHAIN: ch
TYPE: EXTERNAL
INPUT: process
OUTPUT: process
: down -> up ;1.0
: up -> down ;1.0
END OF SUBMODEL fai 11
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10.4.6. Model Which Invokes FAILl

MODEL: call fail
METHOD: SIMULATION
INCLUDE: fai 11
INVOCATION: tooll
TYPE: fai 11
PROCTIME: exponential(.2)
UPTIME: exponential(20)
DOWNTIME: exponential(.6)
CH: ch
CHAIN: ch
TYPE: OPEN
SOURCE LIST: s
ARRIVAL TIMES: 1
: s -> tooll.INPUT;1.0
: tooll.OUTPUT-> SINK ;1.0
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL METHOD: NONE
INITIAL STATE DEFINITIONCHAIN: ch
NODE LIST: tooll.up
INIT POP: 1
RUN LIMITSEVENTS: 100
LIMIT - CP SECONDS: 10
TRACE: NO
END

10.5. Finite Capacity Buffers - FINBUFW
10.5.1. Description

The following submodel represents a finite capacity queue with blocking using a wait node. This
submodel can be used to model a puU system in a manufacturing line. This type of blocking also
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occurs in computer systems and communication networks. It uses global variable TABUFFERQ,
defined at a higher level, to communicate the number of buffers remaining at each machine which
has a finite buffer.
10.5.2. Numeric Parameters

•
•
•
•

NUMBUFS - number of buffer positions for an invocation of one workcell.
NUMMACHS - number of machines for an invocation of one workcell.
MACHINDEX - workceU index. Used to index TABUFFERQ.
NEXTMACH - index of next workcell. A large value (999999) is used to indicate no buffer
restriction at the next destination.

10.5.3. Distribution Parameters

•

MACHST - service time distribution for machine processing.

10.5.4. Chain Parameters

•

CH - chain parameter to be assigned to chain at higher level.

10.5.5. Global Variables

•

TABUFFERQ is a vector defined at a higher level. It is used to keep track of the number of
buffers remaining at each workcell in the model. Its dimension must be one greater than the
number of workcells.

10.5.6. Submodel Listing and Diagram

SUBMODEL: finbufw
NUMERIC PARAMETERS: numbufs nummachs machindex nextmach
/* numbufs - no. of buffers for invocation of 1 workcell.*/
I* numnachs - no. of machines for invocation of 1 workcell.*/
/* machindex - workceli index. Used to index TABUFFERQ.*/
/* nextmach - index of next workcell.
*/
DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS: machst
/* machst - service time distrib. for machine processing.*/
CHAIN PARAMETERS: ch
/* ch - chain parameter to assign chain from higher level.*/
QUEUE: machineq
TYPE: IS
CLASS LIST: machine
WORK DEMANDS: machst
QUEUE: machinepq
TYPE: PASSIVE
TOKENS: nurmiachs
DSPL: FCFS
ALLOCATE NODE LIST: almach
NUMBER OF TOKENS TO ALLOCATE: 1
RELEASE NODE LIST: relmach
QUEUE: bufferq
TYPE: PASSIVE
TOKENS: numbufs+numnachs
DSPL: FCFS
ALLOCATE NODE LIST: albuf
NUMBER OF TOKENS TO ALLOCATE: 1
RELEASE NODE LIST: relbuf
SET NODE: settaa
ASSIGNMENT LIST: tabufferq(machindex)=ta(bufferq)
SET NODE: settar
ASSIGNMENT LIST: tabufferq(machindex)=ta(bufferq)
WAIT NODE: waitforbuf
PREDICATE LIST: unti 1(tabufferq(nextmach)>0)
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CHAIN; ch
TYPE: EXTERNAL
INPUT: albuf
OUTPUT: settar
: almach -> machine ¡1.0
: machine -> waitforbuf ¡1.0
: waitforbuf -> relmach ¡1.0
: relmach -> relbuf ¡1.0
: albuf -> settaa ¡1.0
; settaa -> almach ¡1.0
: relbuf -> settar ¡1.0
END OF SUBMODEL finbufw

10.5.7. Model Which Invokes FINBUFW

MODEL: fincpwA
METHOD: SIMULATION
NUMERIC PARAMETERS: iat
DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS: machlst
DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS: mach2st
DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS: machSst
GLOBAL VARIABLES: tabufferq(4)
TABUFFERQ: 999999 2 2 999999
INCLUDE: finbufw
INVOCATION: machinel
TYPE; finbufw
NUMBUFS: 1
NUMMACHS: 1
MACHINDEX: 1
NEXTMACH: 2
MACHST: machlst
CH: ch
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INVOCATION: machine2
TYPE: finbufw
NUMBUFS: 1
NUMMACHS: 1
MACHINDEX: 2
NEXTMACH: 3
MACHST: mach2st
CH: ch
INVOCATION: machines
TYPE: finbufw
NUMBUFS: 1
NUMMACHS: 1
MACHINDEX: 3
NEXTMACH: 4
MACHST: machSst
CH: ch
CHAIN: ch
TYPE: OPEN
SOURCE LIST: src
ARRIVAL TIMES: iat
: src -> machi nel.INPUT ;1.0
: machinel.OUTPUT -> machines.INPUT ;1.0
: machines.OUTPUT -> machines.INPUT ;1.0
: machines.OUTPUT -> SINK ;1.0
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL METHOD: REGENERATIVE
REGENERATIVE STATE DEFINITIONCONFIDENCE LEVEL: 90
SEQUENTIAL STOPPING RULE: NO
RUN GUIDELINESEVENTS: 20000
LIMIT - CP SECONDS: 30
TRACE: NO
END

10.6. Round Robin Scheduling - RRQUEUE
10.6.1. Description
This submodel represents Round Robin scheduling with overhead.
10.6.2. Numeric Parameters

•
•
•

MEAN_SERVE - total mean cpu service time.
QUANTUM - quantum or time slice.
OVERHEAD - overhead for task switching.

10.6.3. Chain Parameters

•

CHN - chain parameter to be assigned to chain at higher level.

10.6.4. Job Variables

•

JV(0) is used to store the remaining cpu service time.

10.6.5. Submodel Listing and Diagram
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SUBMODEL: rrqueue /*round robin queue*/
NUMERIC PARAMETERS: mean_serve quantum overhead
CHAIN PARAMETERS: chn
QUEUE: q
TYPE: fcfs
CLASS LIST: els
SERVICE TIMES: constant(min(jv(0),quantum)+overhead)
SET NODES: set_total
ASSIGNMENT LIST: jv(0)=exponential(mean_serve)
SET NODES: set_remain
ASSIGNMENT LIST: jv(0)=jv(0)-min(jv(0).quantum)
DUMMY NODES: duitmy_out
CHAIN: chn
TYPE: external
INPUT: set_total
OUTPUT: dummy_out
: set total->cls->set_remain->cls dunriy_out¡if(jv(0)>0) if(t)
END OF SUBMODEL RRQUEUE

10.6.6. Model Which Invokes RRQUEUE

MODEL: ral38fl7
METHOD: simulation
QUEUE: iolq
TYPE: FCFS
CLASS LIST: iol
WORK DEMANDS: .22
QUEUE: io2q
TYPE: FCFS
CUSS LIST: io2
WORK DEMANDS: .019
INCLUDE: rrqueue
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INVOCATION: cpuq
TYPE: rrqueue
MEAN SERVE: .05
QUANTUM: .001
OVERHEAD: .001
CHN: interact!V
CHAIN: interactiv
TYPE: closed
POPULATION: 15
: cpuq.output -> iol ;.10
: cpuq.output -> io2 ;.90
: iol -> cpuq.input ;1.0
; io2 -> cpuq.input ;1.0
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL METHOD: REGENERATIVE
REGENERATIVE STATE DEFINITIONCHAIN: interactiv
NODE LIST: cpuq.els
REGEN POP: 15
INIT POP: 15
CONFIDENCE LEVEL: 90
SEQUENTIAL STOPPING RULE: YES
QUEUES TO BE CHECKED: cpuq.q
MEASURES: qt
ALLOWED WIDTHS: 10
SAMPLING PERIOD GUIDELINESEVENTS: 50000
LIMIT - CP SECONDS: 30
TRACE: NO
END

10.7. Cyclic Server - SUBQ
10.7.1. Description

Submodel to represent a cyclic server queueing discipline. There will be NUMQS served by the
cychc server.
10.7.2. Chain Parameters

•

CHN - chain parameter to be assigned to chain at higher level.

10.7.3. Global Variables

•

NUMJOBS - number of active jobs in the model.

10.7.4. Job Variables

•

JV(0) identifies the queue number that is being served.

10.7.6. Submodel Listing and Diagram

SUBMODEL: subq
CHAIN PARAMETERS: chn
QUEUE: ql
TYPE: FCFS
CLASS LIST: cl
WORK DEMANDS: .5
QUEUE: pql
TYPE; PASSIVE
TOKENS: 0
DSPL; PRTY
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ALLOCATE NODE LIST: al 11
NUMBER OF TOKENS TO ALLOCATE: 1
PRIORITIES: 1
ALLOCATE NODE LIST: all2
NUMBER OF TOKENS TO ALLOCATE: 1
PRIORITIES: 2
RELEASE NODE LIST: rel
DESTROY NODE LIST: del
CREATE NODE LIST: crl
NUMBER OF TOKENS TO CREATE: 1
SET NODE: decnj
ASSIGNMENT LIST: numjobs=numjobs-l
SET NODE: incnj
ASSIGNMENT LIST: numjobs=nunijobs+l
CHAIN: chn
TYPE: EXTERNAL
INPUT: crl
OUTPUT: del
: crl -> all2 ;1.0
; a112 -> del ;1.0
CHAIN: chnopen
TYPE: OPEN
SOURCE LIST: si
ARRIVAL TIMES: 1
: si -> incnj ;1.0
: incnj -> alll ;l-0
: alll -> cl ;1.0
: cl -> rel ;1.0
: rel -> decnj ;1.0
: decnj -> SINK ;1.0
END OF SUBMODEL subq

10.7.7. Model Which Invokes SUBQ
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MODEL: cyclic2
METHOD: SIMULATION
NUMERIC PARAMETER: numqs
GLOBAL VARIABLE: numjobs
NUMJOBS: 0
NODE ARRAY: dl(numqs)
SET NODE: setinc
ASSIGNMENT LIST: jv(0)=(jv(0)+l) mod numqs
WAIT NODE: wl
PREDICATE LIST: unti 1(numjobs>0)
DUMMY NODE: dl(*)
INCLUDE: subq
INVOCATION: invl(numqs)
TYPE: subq
CHN: chn
CHAIN: chn
TYPE: CLOSED
POPULATION: 1
: wl -> dl(jv(0)+l) ;1.0
: dl(*) -> invl(*),INPUT ;1.0
: invl(*).OUTPUT -> setinc ;1.0
: setinc -> wl ;1.0
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL METHOD: REPLICATIONS
INITIAL STATE DEFINITIONCHAIN: chn
NODE LIST: wl
INIT POP: 1
REPLIC LIMITSEVENTS: 1000
LIMIT - CP SECONDS: 5
TRACE: NO
END

10.8. Unlimited Receiving Area - UNLIMSB2
10.8.1. Description

Submodel of an unlimited receiving area which produces a job on request.
10.8.2. Chain Parameters
•

CH - chain parameter to be assigned to chain at higher level.

10.8.3. Submodel Listing and Diagram

SUBMODEL: unlimsb2
/* Unlimited receiving area which produces a job on request. */
CHAIN PARAMETERS: ch
/* ch - chain parameter assigned to chain at higher level. */
SPLIT NODE: crjob
DUMMY NODE: src
DUMMY NODE: dout
CHAIN: ch
TYPE: EXTERNAL
INPUT: crjob
OUTPUT: dout
: crjob -> src ¡SPLIT
: crjob -> dout ¡SPLIT
END OF SUBMODEL unlimsb2
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10.8.4. Model with example

MODEL: unlimrc2
METHOD: SIMULATION
QUEUE: ql
TYPE: FCFS
CLASS LIST: cl
WORK DEMANDS: .2
QUEUE: waitnxtq
TYPE: FCFS
CLASS LIST: waitnxt
WORK DEMANDS: 1.0
INCLUDE: un1imsb2
INVOCATION: unlim
TYPE: unlimsb2
CH: ch
CHAIN: ch
TYPE: OPEN
:.waitnxt -> unlim.INPUT ;1.0 /* request next arrival */
: unlim.OUTPUT -> waitnxt ;1.0
: unlim.src
-> cl ;1.0 /* next arrival */
: cl -> SINK ;1.0
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL METHOD: NONE
INITIAL STATE DEFINITIONCHAIN: ch
NODE LIST: waitnxt
INIT POP: 1
RUN LIMITSEVENTS: 1000
LIMIT - CP SECONDS: 10
TRACE: NO
■ END
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11. The RESearch Queueing Package Modeling Environment (RESQME)
In this section, we describe the RESearch Queueing Package Modeling Environment (RESQME).
This is a graphical workstation environment that allows the modeler to create, edit, run and analyze
performance models. It provides access to all the imderlying functionality of RESQ. The user
interaction in specifying and analyzing the model takes place on the workstation, whereas the
computation-intensive evaluation of the model can take place on the workstation for small models
and pilot runs and on the host for large models at the option of the user. Detailed information on
hardware and software requirements, installation procedure and user interaction is provided in "The
RESearch Queueing Package Modeling Environment OS/2 Guide". Here we provide a general
overview of RESQME.
RESQME presents a menu interface with direct manipulation of icons representing the RESQ el
ements to iteratively specify, run and analyze the model. You can create and edit queueing models
by placing RESQ icons on a modeling display and specifying their attributes in pop-up windows.
You can simulate the models by specifying the run parameters and selecting the evaluate menu
items. You can view the performance measures graphically by pointing to the desired node(s) and
specifying the form for the desired output graph. You can view the results both in performance
charts and through the animation of jobs and tokens moving along the network diagram.
RESQME mns on a workstation cormected to the host system or optionally stand-alone on a
workstation. In this cooperative processing environment, all user interaction (specification and
control) takes place on the workstation and the syntax checking and computation of the model
results (evaluation) can take place on the host system or on the workstation, as desired by the user.
The modeling process is divided into three tasks represented by three submenus (task menus) in
RESQME and corresponding to the experimental process described in Section 1. RESQME pro
vides the capability for the user to move freely back and forth among these tasks to iteratively
construct and analyze the model by using the menu items for Create/Edit, Evaluate and Output
Analysis. The control of the three tasks is handled by the Main Menu.
The RESQME screen consists of the Main Menu and the appropriate task menus on the bottom
left and a Screen Management Menu on the right border, with most of the screen used to display
the model diagram. It provides a viewport into the modeling canvas containing the model diagram
and to each separate canvas containing submodels. Each modeling canvas can hold a model dia
gram that is approximately fifty times the height and fifty times the width of the displayed portion.
The Screen Management Menu allows the modeler to traverse this modeling canvas by panning,
zooming, and locating model nodes, as well as to view submodel networks at each hierarchical level
of the model. This provides the modeler with the ability to create realistic models in terms of both
size of model and number of submodels. Each submodel is a logically separate entity and is
graphically defined on its own modeling canvas. Submodels can be archived in a library and se
lected to be part of multiple models as well as shared among different users.
All graphical objects on the viewing surface, whether they are nodes in the model diagram or output
charts, can be directly manipulated by the user to move, copy and delete the graphics and to edit
and view their attributes. Tlie textual attributes associated with an icon can be viewed and edited
in a pop-up window.
All user interaction adheres to the following procedure. The interaction flow be^s with the Main
Menu. Selecting one of the three tasks from that menu causes the appropriate sub-menu for that
task to also appear on the screen. All menu selections are accomplished by moving the graphic
cursor to the desired item and pressing the selection button on the mouse. Selecting an item in a
menu or a RESQ icon can require attribute specifications to be filled out in the attribute pop-up
window. Examples of attribute specifications are the type, class list and service times for a queue
icon, the probabilities for routing in a chain, the parameter values for a run, or the content and view
specifications for an output chart.
The modeler can move freely between task and menu selections in RESQME and build the model
in any order. We have organized the menus based on task and ordered the selections within task
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based on the typical requirements when building, running and analyzing a model. The usual se
quence to follow is outlined below, grouped by task, with an asterisk used to denote optional items.
1.

Select an existing model or start a new model

2.

Create/Edit

3.

4.

a.
b.

Header
Select icons, specify attributes, route

c.

Distributions *

d.

Simulation

e.

Tracing *

f.

Save

g.

Setup

Evaluate
a.

Set Parameters

b.
c.

Execute *
Exe Foreground

d.

Access Output

e.

Download Trace *

Output Analysis
a.

Specify Content

b.

Specify View

c.

Plot II Table

d.

Animation *

1) Start Animation ♦
In addition to providing the functionality of RESQ in a visual interface for both specification and
analysis, RESQME provides help and tutorial components. Pointing to an icon or menu itein, the
user can get context-sensitive help. Selecting playback of the tutorial section, the user can view a
tutorial that explains specific aspects of RESQ. The tutorial shows the menu and icon selections,
mouse movements and textual input as it demonstrates the selected request. Annotations can be
used to further explain the action. Models developed by the tutorial component can then be used
by the modeler in the same way as those he or she developed. Additionally, modelers can use the
record mechanism to create their own tutorials.
RESQME allows the modeler to also extend the basic RESQ objects with a draw and link facility.
Submodels can be created and stored and associated with user-drawn icons. The resulting icon is
an encapsulation of the submodel and can be used in the same maimer as the elementary icons in
building models. Pre-tested code can thus be reused and shared. Modeling experts can develop
submodels for use by others. Objects more representative of the application domain, such as sub
models of a Round Robin queue or a cyclic server, can be used to build the final model. The
modeler can link these user-created objects together at a higher level without having to develop
them from scratch with elementary RESQ icons as shown in Figure 20 on page 63 below.

«
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